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INTRODUCTION
Let n be an integer greater than or equal to 2 and F a non-archimedean
w xlocal field of residue characteristic p. Howe 13 constructed supercuspidal
Ž .representations of GL F in the tamely ramified case where n is prime ton
w xp. Carayol 8 introduced the notion of very cuspidal representations of
Ž .open compact subgroups modulo the center of GL F for arbitrary n andn
proved that, by induction, such representations give supercuspidal repre-
Ž . w x w xsentations of GL F . Following the method of Howe 13 , Morris 17, 18n
gave classes of supercuspidal representations, associated to certain tamely
ramified anisotropic maximal F-tori, of certain classical groups containing
Ž .a symplectic group Sp F , where p ) 2 is assumed. Bushnell and Kutzko2 n
w x Ž . w x w x7 determined the admissible dual of GL F . In 7 , the result of 8 playsn
w x Ž .an important role. In this paper, we generalize 8 for GL F to get then
Ž .analogues for Sp F : constructing classes of supercuspidal representa-2 n
Ž .tions of Sp F from very cuspidal representations, associated to certain2 n
arbitrarily ramified anisotropic maximal F-tori, and computing their for-
mal degrees. These supercuspidal representations contain similar tamely
Ž .ramified supercuspidal representations of Sp F which are of level 1 and2 n
w xassociated to cuspidal data of rank 1 in 16, 17 . Further, they give
examples of anisotropic unrefined minimal K-types, due to Moy and
w x Ž .Prasad 20, 21 for Sp F .2 n
The contents of this paper are as follows: In Section 1, we define the
Ž .symplectic group G s Sp F from a nondegenerate alternating form on2 n
w xa vector space X over F, and by Bruhat]Tits theory 3]5 , we construct a
 4flag L s L of O-lattices in X associated with a proper subset u of au i ig Z
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Äbasis P of the affine root system of G, where O denotes the maximal
Ž .order of F. From this L , we get a hereditary O-order A of M F , theu u 2 n
ring of 2n = 2n matrices with entries in F, and its Jacobson radical P , inu
Ž w x. Ž .an obvious manner cf. 23 . The parahoric subgroup P s P u of G and
 4 Ž i .its filtration P are defined by P s G l A and P s 1 q P l Gi iG1 u i u
Ž w x.for i G 1 cf. 8, 6, 7, 17, 18 . In Section 2, we determine a parahoric
Ž . Msubgroup P s P u of G and an integer M such that P l g contains anu
Želliptic regular semisimple element a of a simple block form cf. 2.6 and
. Ž .2.7 , where g denotes the Lie algebra of G. For such P s P u and M, we
Ž .define a very cuspidal element in g which is an analogue of an s- cuspidal
w x w xelement in 8, 3.2 and also a principal element in 17, 2.23 . In Section 3,
Ž .we define a very cuspidal representation r of P s P u in terms of very
cuspidal elements in g. We prove that the representation p of G induced
from r is irreducible and supercuspidal. In Section 4, we compute the
Ž . Ž . Ž .degree deg r . Further, we see that deg r equals the formal degree d p
Ž .of p , with the volume of P one, and hence get the value of d p .
Notations. Let Z and R be the ring of integers and the field of real
numbers, respectively. Let F be a non-archimedean local field of residue
characteristic p ) 2. Let O and P be the maximal order of F and the
maximal ideal of O, respectively, and v a prime element of P. Denote theÄ
residue class field of F by F s OrP, and the order of F by q. Let R be a
Žring. For integers n, m G 1, denote the ring of n = n matrices resp.
. Ž . Ž Ž ..n = m matrices with entries in R by M R resp. M R . Denote then n, m
= < <multiplicative group of invertible elements in R by R . Finally, S stands
for the number of elements of a finite set S.
1. PARAHORIC SUBGROUPS
1.1. Let n be an integer greater than or equal to 2 and X a vector
space of dimension 2n over F. Let e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e be a basis of Xy1 yn n 1
 4 2 nover F and put I s "1, . . . , " n . By this basis, we identify X with F ,
the 2n copies of F. Define an alternating form f on X s F 2 n by
n
f x , y s x y y x yŽ . Ž .Ý yi i i yi
is1
Ž . Ž .for x s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , y s y , . . . , y , y , . . . , y g X sy1 yn n 1 y1 yn n 1
F 2 n.
Let G s Sp be the symplectic group defined by this form f. This is an2n
algebraic group defined over F. Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Denote the
Ž .group of F-rational points in G by G s G F , and the algebra of F-ra-
Ž . 2 n Ž .tional points in g by g s g F . By X s F , we may identify M F with2 n
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Ž . Ž . Ž .=End X , the ring of F-endomorphisms on X. Thus GL F s M FF 2 n 2 n
Ž .=s End X andF
G s Sp F s g g GL F N f g¤ , gw s f ¤ , w for ¤ , w g X . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n
Ž .For i, j g I, define E g M F by E e s d e , where d is thei j 2 n i j k jk i jk
Kronecker delta. Put
n
J s E y E .Ž .Ý2 n yi , i i , yi
is1
y1 t Ž . tThen the mapping x ‹ J ? x ? J is an involution on M F , where x2 n 2 n 2 n
denotes the transpose of x. Denote this involution by s . Then it is well
known that
G s g g GL F N s g ? g s 1 4Ž .2 n 2 n
and
g s x g M F N s x q x s 0 , 4Ž .2 n 2 n
where 1 and 0 are the identity and the zero matrices of size 2n = 2n,2 n 2 n
respectively.
1.2. Let D be the maximal F-split torus of diagonal elements in G and
Ž . Ž .a the Lie algebra of D. Let D s D F and a s a F be as in 1.1. Then
D s diag t , . . . , t , ty1 , . . . , ty1 N t , . . . , t g F= . 4Ž .1 n n 1 1 n
Set
d t , . . . , t s diag t , . . . , t , ty1 , . . . , ty1 .Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n n 1
For 1 F i F n, set H s E y E . Then a s Ýn FH . Define thei i i yi, yi is1 i
mappings a : a “ F, i s 1, . . . , n, byi
n
a x H s xÝi j j iž /
js1
for Ýn x H g a. Setjs1 j j
a s ya , a s a q a for i , j g I , i / "j.yi i i j i j
 4  4Then S s a N i, j g I, i / "j j 2 a N i g I is the root system of Gi j i
relative to D. For each a g S, define E g g bya
w xH , E s HE y E H s a H E for H g a .Ž .a a a a
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The one-parameter subgroups x : G “ G, a g S, are given bya a
x t s 1 q tEŽ .a 2 n a
Ž .for t g G F s F, where G is the additive algebraic group defineda a
over F.
1.3. We define subgroups of G as follows:
U s x F for a g S ,Ž .a a
U s x P k for a g S , k g Z,Ž .a , k a
U s d t , . . . , t N t , . . . , t g O= ,Ž . 40, 0 1 n 1 n
and
U s d t , . . . , t N t , . . . , t g 1 q P k for k G 1.Ž . 40, k 1 n 1 n
Then U and U are subgroups of D.0, 0 0, k
Ž  4. Ž .1.4. Set F s S j 0 = Z. For b s a, k g F, put
U s U .b a , k
Take
 4P s a , a , . . . , a , 2 a1, y2 2, y3 ny1, yn n
as a basis of the root system S. Set
j s y2 a , 1 , j s a , 0 , 1 F i F n y 1, j s 2 a , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 i i , yiy1 n n
w xThen it follows from 14, Sect. 1 that F is a root system and
Ä  4P s j , j , . . . , j0 1 n
is a basis of F. Each root b g F is uniquely written in the form
n Äb s Ý b j , b g Z. By the total ordering in F given by the basis P,is0 i i i
Ž .b s a, k is positive, say b ) 0, if and only if ``k ) 0'' or ``k s 0 and
Ž w x.  4a ) 0'' cf. 12, 2.1 . Set F s b g F N b ) 0 .q
Ä Ž .1.5. For a proper subset u m P, let P u be the subgroup of G
generated by U with b g F or yb g u . Writeb q
² :P u s U N b g F jy u .Ž . b q
Ž .This is called a standard parahoric subgroup of G.
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Ž .1.6. Denote the building of G over F by B G, F and the apartment
Ž . Ž w x w x.of B G, F associated with D by A see 3, 7.4 or 26, 2.1 . By the
Ž . Ž .definition, G acts on B G, F and B G, F s D g ? A. For each pointg g G
Ã Žp g A, we denote the group of all the elements of G fixing p by P seep
Ãw x . Ž .3, 7.1.8 for its original definition . We shall see P u s P for somep
point p g A.
1.7. Let GL be the multiplicative algebraic group defined over F. We1
Ž . Ž .denote the one-parameter subgroup of D by X# D s Hom GL , D and1
U Ž . Ž .the character group of D by X D s Hom D, GL . For each homomor-1
phism a : a “ F in 1.2, there is a unique homomorphismi
a : D “ F=i
such that the differential da s a . In fact,i i
a d t , . . . , t s t , 1 F i F n.Ž .Ž .i 1 n i
Ž . U Ž .We may identify a with a , 1 F i F n, and put X# D s X D . Seti i
V s X# D m R.Ž . Z
² : U Ž . Ž . Ž .We extend the canonical pairing , on X D = X# D s X# D =
Ž . Ž . ² :X# D to X# D = V by linearity. Denote also this extension by , .
The set A can be identified with V, and a point p in A s V corresponds
Ž . nuniquely to p g R viai
² :p s a , p , 1 F i F ni i
Ž w x. Ž . ncf. 5, p. 181 . Thus we may set p s p and A s V s R .i
Ž .Each root b s a, k in F can be regarded as an affine linear function
² : Ž w x.p ‹ a, p q k on A s V cf. 26, 1.1 . Set
² : ² :b , p s a, p q k .
1.8. Let C be the fundamental chamber in A s V s R n defined by
Ä² : Ž .j , ¤ ) 0 for all j g P see 1.4 . Theni i
C s ¤ s ¤ g V s A s R n N 0 - ¤ - ¤ - ??? - ¤ - 1r2 4Ž .i n ny1 1
ÄŽ w x.cf. 26, 1.15 . For u m P, there is a point p in the closure C of C in
A s V s R n which satisfies
² :b , p s 0 for only all b g u .
Such a point p is not always unique. However, the subset F of all such
n wpoints in C is the closure of a facet of V s A s R . Thus, by 1, Chap. IV,
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ÄxSect. 2 , F is uniquely determined by u m P.
Ä n1.9. PROPOSITION. For u m P, let p g V s A s R be a point satisfying
² :b , p s 0 for only all b g u . Then
ÃP u s PŽ . p
and it is its own normalizer in G.
Ž w x wProof. This proposition is well known cf. 14, Prop. 2.29 and 3,
x.Remarque 7.1.10 .
Ä Ž .1.10. A subset u m P satisfies one among the conditions: 1 j , j f u ,0 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 j f u and j g u , 3 j g u and j f u , and 4 j , j g u .0 n 0 n 0 n
ÄIn fact, the subsets u m P are given as follows: There is a partition
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n s n q ??? qn , t G 1 and n G 1, and according to 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 ,1 t i
ÄŽ .  4a u s P y j , j , j , . . . , j , j with t G 1,0 n n qn n q ??? qn n1 1 2 1 ty1
ÄŽ .  4b u s P y j , j , j , . . . , j with t G 1,0 n n qn n q ??? qn1 1 2 1 ty1
ÄŽ .  4c u s P y j , j , . . . , j , j with t G 1, andn n qn n q ??? qn n1 1 2 1 ty1
ÄŽ .  4d u s P y j , j , . . . , j with t G 2.n n qn n q ??? qn1 1 2 1 ty1
w x Ž . n1.11. LEMMA 5, Lemma 3.10 . A point p s p g V s A s R corre-i
 Ž .4 2 nsponds to the flag of O-lattices L c in X s F defined bycg R
L c s P niŽc.e , c g R,Ž . Ý i
igI
Ž . Ž . Žwhere n c g Z with p q c F n c - p q c q 1, i g I note that p si i i i yi
.yp for i G 0, because a s ya .i yi i
w xProof. This follows at once from 5, Lemma 3.10 , because e in the
assertion of that lemma is equal to one in our split case.
 Ž .41.12. For the flag of O-lattices L c in Lemma 1.11, it can becg R
 4suitably indexed by Z as L and there is a unique integer s G 1 suchi ig Z
that
v L s L , i g ZÄ i iqs
Ž w x.  4cf. 4, 1.8 . We call this integer s the period of L , and call ai ig Z
subsequence of the form
L p L p ??? p L p v LÄ0 1 sy1 0
 4 Ž w x.a slice of L of origin L see 4, 1.7 . Puti ig Z 0
l s dim L rL , 1 F i F s. 1.12.1Ž . Ž .i F iy1 i
Ž .  4 Ž w x.We call l , . . . , l the type of L of origin L see also 4, 1.7 .1 s i ig Z 0
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Ä Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1.13. LEMMA. Let u m P be a , b , c , or d in 1.10. Then a solution
nŽ . ² :p s p g V s A s R satisfying p g C and b , p s 0 for only all b g ui
is gi¤en as follows: Putting
p s ??? s p s c ,1 n 11
p s ??? s p s c , 2 F i F t ,n q ??? qn q1 n q ??? qn i1 iy1 1 i
¡2 t y i q 1Ž .
, 1 F i F t for a ,Ž .
4 t
t y i~c s , 1 F i F t for b , d ,Ž . Ž .i 2 t y 1
t y i q 1
, 1 F i F t for c .Ž .¢ 2 t
Proof. We can check this directly.
Ä Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1.14. LEMMA. Let u m P be a , b , c , or d with the partition
Ž . Ž .n s n q ??? qn in 1.10. Then the period s s s u and the type l , . . . , l1 t 1 s
 4 Ž .of L of origin L by shifting the indices if necessary are gi¤en in termsi ig Z 0
 4 Ž .of t and n as follows: For a , s s 2 t; l s n , l s n , 1 F i F t,i i i tqi tyiq1
L s Oe [ ??? [ Oe [ Oe [ ??? [ Oe .0 y1 yn n 1
Ž .For b , s s 2 t y 1; l s n , l s n , 1 F i F t y 1, l s 2n ,i i tqi tyi t t
L s Oe [ ??? [ Oe [ Oe [ ??? [ Oe .0 y1 yn n 1
Ž .For c , s s 2 t y 1; l s n , l s n , 1 F i F t y 1, l si iq1 tqiy1 tyiq1 2 ty1
2n ,1
L s Oe [ ??? [ Oe [ Oe [ ??? [ Oe [ Pe [ ??? [ Pe .0 y1 yn n n q1 n 11 1
Ž .For d , s s 2 t y 2; l s n , l s n , 1 F i F t y 2, l s 2n ,i iq1 tqiy1 tyi ty1 t
l s 2n ,2 ty2 1
L s Oe [ ??? [ Oe [ Oe [ ??? [ Oe [ Pe [ ??? [ Pe .0 y1 yn n n q1 n 11 1
 4Here e is the Witt basis of X in 1.1.i
 4 2 nProof. We get slices of the flags of O-lattices L s L in X s F ,u i ig Z
Ädetermined by Lemmas 1.11 and 1.13 for u m P in 1.10, as follows: Putting
f s e , f s e , 1 F i F t,i i 2 nq1yi yi
L s O f [ ??? [ O f ,0 2 n 1
L s O f [ ??? [ O f [ P f [ ??? [ P f , 1 F i - s,i 2 n l q ??? ql q1 l q ??? ql 11 i 1 i
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Ä Ž . Ž .for u m P of a and b , and
L s O f [ ??? [ O f [ P f [ ??? [ P f ,i 2 n l q ??? ql q1 l q ??? ql 11 iq1 1 iq1
0 F i F s y 2,
L s O f [ ??? [ O f [ P f [ ??? [ P fsy1 2 n l q ??? ql ql r2q1 l q ??? ql ql r2 11 sy1 s 1 sy1 s
Ä Ž . Ž . Ž .for u m P of c and d , where s and l , . . . , l are in the assertion.1 s
Ž .  41.15. Note that the type l , . . . , l of L of origin L in Lemma1 s i ig Z 0
1.14 determines uniquely the slice L p L p ??? p L p v L of theÄ0 1 sy1 0
 4forms as above by Lemma 1.11, and hence L .i ig Z
Further it follows that this flag depends only on the set F defined in 1.8.
ÄSince F is uniquely determined by u m P, we may write
 4L s Lu i igZ
Ž .and s s s u the period of L .u
Ž . a1.16. For a O-lattice L in X, we define the O- dual lattice L in X by
La s x g X N f x , L 9 O . 4Ž .
Then we can directly see that the dual La of L in L again belongs toi i u
L , by the explicit forms of L p L p ??? p L p v L in the proof ofÄu 0 1 sy1 0
Lemma 1.14.
Ä  41.17. Let u m P be as in 1.10. The flag of O-lattices L s L inu i ig Z
2 n Ž . Ž w x.X s F defines the hereditary O-order A in M F see 23 . Let Pu 2 n u
be the Jacobson radical of A . Then we haveu
P u s g g M F s End X N gL 9 L , i g Z 4Ž . Ž .u 2 n F i iqu
for u g Z. In particular, A s P 0 and P s P1 . We haveu u u u
P s s P A ,u u
Ž .where s s s u .
1.18. PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as in 1.17.
Then
P u s G l A .Ž . u
n Ä Ž .Proof. Take p g V s A s R in Lemma 1.13 for u m P. Then P u s
Ã  4P s g g G N g ? p s p by Proposition 1.9. Hence the assertion followsp
w xfrom 5, 3.9 .
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1.19. By using P i , i G 1, in 1.17, we can also define a natural filtrationu
Ž .on P u s G l A byu
P s P u s G l 1 q P i , i G 1Ž . Ž .ii u
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .cf. 8, 6, 18 , and P s P u s P u .0 0
Ä Ž .  41.20. PROPOSITION. For u m P, set P s P u . Then the filtration Pi iG 0
satisfies the following conditions:
Ž . w x w xi P , P ; P for i, j G 0, where , denotes the commutator.i j iqj
Ž . Ž .ii P is a normal subgroup of P s P u for i G 1.i
Ž .iii For i G j G 1, P rP is an abelian group.i iqj
Ž w x.Proof. By definition, this can be directly checked cf. 22, Sect. 2 .
Ž . w1.21. Remark. Another filtration on P s P u is introduced in 22,
x Ž w x.Sect. 2 cf. 12 . It is defined by using a function on the affine root system
F, which is called the affine height function. We can prove that this
filtration coincides with ours in 1.19. But we do not discuss this here.
Ä1.22. For u m P, we define the O-lattices of g by
g s g l P i , i g Z.u , i u
For x g g such that 1 q x is invertible, the Cayley map C is defined by
y1C x s 1 y x 1 q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xPROPOSITION 17, 2.13 . The Cayley map C induces a bijection
g , P , i G 1.u , i i
² : Ž .1.23. We define a canonical inner product , on M F by2 n
² :x , y s tr xy , x , y g M F ,Ž . Ž .2 n
Ž . Ž .where tr denotes the usual trace in M F . For an O-lattice L of M F ,2 n 2 n
put
U ² :L s x g M F x , L 9 O 4Ž .2 n
and, for g ,u , i
U ² :g s x g g N x , g 9 O . 4Ž .u , i u , i
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ÄŽ w x. Ž .1.24. PROPOSITION cf. 18, Lemma 4.18 . Let u m P and put s s s u .
Then, for i g Z,
U Ui 1yiysP s P and g s g .Ž .Ž .u u u , i u , 1yiys
We define the function l: Z “ Z by
l i s 1 y i y s, i g Z.Ž .
1.25. Let c be an additive character of F with conductor O, that is,
c N ’ 1 and c N y1 k 1. From now on, fix this c .O v OÄ
PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. For inte-
gers i G j G 1, the mapping a q g ‹ V , defined byu , lŽ i. a
² :V C x s c x , ya r2 , x g g ,Ž . Ž .Ž .a u , i
induces an isomorphism
Ãg rg , P rP ,Ž .u , lŽ iqj. u , lŽ i. i iqj
where the right-hand side is the Pontrjagin dual of P rP .i iqj
Ž w x.Proof. This follows from Propositions 1.22 and 1.24 cf. 18, Sect. 4 .
2. VERY CUSPIDAL ELEMENTS
2.1. In this section, we first consider particular elements a in g which
Ž .are elliptic regular semisimple; that is, the centralizers Z a of the a inG
G are compact Cartan subgroups of G, and have simple block forms. We
Ädetermine u m P and an integer M such that g contains such elementsu , M
a , and then define the very cuspidal elements in g .u , M
Ä2.2. We start by determining u m P and an integer M which satisfy the
condition:
Ž .P g contains a nonsingular element x with x f g suchu , M u , Mq1
that xy1 g PyM and xy1 f PyMq1.u u
Ä  4 Ž .2.3. For u m P, let L s L with period s s s u , A and P beu i ig Z u u
as in 1.17. Then there is a natural ring isomorphism
sy1
R : A rP , End L rLŽ .Ł1 u u F i iq1
is0
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Ž w x. Ž .  4cf. 8, Sect. 3 . Let l , . . . , l be the type of L s L of origin L1 s u i ig Z 0
Ž Ž ..see 1.12.11 . Then
2n s l q l q ??? ql .1 2 s
Ž .The set A is GL F -conjugate to the order of s = s block matricesu 2 n
Ä Ä ÄO O ??? O
Ä Ä Ä , 2.3.1Ž .P O ??? O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0Ä Ä Ä ÄP P ??? P O
Ä ÄŽ .where the i, j -block O or P has size l = l , 1 F i, j F s, and entries ini j
O if i F j, in P otherwise.
Ä Ž . Ž .2.4. Let u m P be a or b in 1.10. Then it follows from the form of
 4the slice of L s L in the proof of Lemma 1.14 that elements of Au i ig Z u
Ž .have the block forms 2.3.1 .
Ä Ž . Ž .Let u m P of c and d in 1.10. Again by the proof of Lemma 1.14,
Ž .elements of A do not have the block forms 2.3.1 in this case. We defineu
Ž .an element w of GL F by0 2 n
0 12 nyn , n 2 nyn1 1 1
w s , 2.4.1Ž .0 v1 0ž /Ä n n , 2 nyn1 1 1
where 0 denotes the zero matrix of size m = n. Then it follows easilym , n
 4 Ž . Ž .that w L s w L has a slice of a or b in the proof of Lemma0 u 0 i ig Z
Ž .1.14. Thus elements of the hereditary O-order A in M F defined by2 n
Ž . y1w L have the block forms 2.3.1 as well, and we have A s w A w .0 u 0 u 0
2.5. By the isomorphism R in 2.3, P 0rP1 s A rP always contains1 u u u u
Äan invertible element so that M s 0 and an arbitrary u m P satisfy
Ž .  i 4condition P in 2.2. Thus it follows from the periodicity of P in 1.17u ig Z
Äthat an integer M divisible by s, say s N M, and an arbitrary u m P also
Ž .satisfy condition P . Therefore we must consider the case where s does
not divide M, denoted s ƒ M.
 4  42.6. LEMMA. Let l be as in Lemma 1.14 for L s L with periodi u i ig Z
Ž . Ž .s s s u . Let M be an integer not di¤isible by s. Let c s s, M be the greatest
Ä Ž .common di¤isor of s and M. Then u m P and M satisfy condition P in 2.2 if
and only if
l s l s ??? s l for k s 1, . . . , c.k kqc kqsyc
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Ž .Proof. Extending 1.12.1 , we may put
l s l for any integer j and i s 1, . . . , s.i iqs j
For any integer N we have a bijection
sy1
N Nq1P rP , Hom L rL , L rL .Ž .Łu u F i iq1 iqN iqNq1
is0
Ž .If condition P is satisfied, it follows from this bijection that
l s l for all i s 1, . . . , s.i iqM
Ž .For each positive integer k, we define the subset S k of Z by
S k s k , k q M, k q 2 M, . . . , k q src y 1 M , 2.6.1Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
where, for any integer m, m denotes the integer defined by
m ’ m mod s and 1 F m F s. 2.6.2Ž .
Then by elementary number theory
S k s k , k q c, k q 2c, . . . , k q s y c 2.6.3 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
for each k, 1 F k F c, and
 41, 2, . . . , s s S 1 j S 2 j ??? j S c disjoint union .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 4Hence the above condition on l gives the one of this lemma. Conversely,i
assume that it is satisfied. For the integer M, let M X, l be the integers
X Ž .satisfying M s M s q l and 0 - l - s. We remark that c s s, M s
Ž X . Ž . ss, M s q l s s, l and that P s v A . Thus it follows from the assump-Äu u
 4tion on l and the forms of the slices of L in the proof of Lemma 1.14i u
Ä Mthat for each u m P there is a nonsingular element a g P , with a fu
Mq 1 Ä Ž . Ž .P , which has the following block form: For u m P of a or b in 1.10,u
a¡ ƒ1
. . .
aX sy lMa s v , 2.6.4Ž .Ä
v aÄ sy lq1
. . .¢ §v aÄ s
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ÄŽ . Ž .where a g GL O , 1 F i F s, and the others are 0. For u m P of c ori l i





X Ž2. Ž1.M v a aa s v ,ÄÄ sy l syl
v aÄ sy lq1
. . .
v aÄ sy1
Ž1.¢ §v aÄ s
2.6.5Ž .
Ž . Ž1. Ž2. Ž .where a g GL O , 1 F i F s y 1, i / s y l, a , a g M O ,i l s s l r2, li s sŽ1. Ž2. Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2. . Ž .a , a g M O with a a g GL O andsy l syl l , l r2 syl syl lsy l sy l sy l
aŽ1.s g GL O ,Ž .lŽ2. sž /as
and the others are 0. In this case, l is even by Lemma 1.14 and thes
nonsingularity of a follows from that of w a wy1, where w is the element0 0 0
Ž . y1 yMof 2.4.1 . Hence a is in P and has a similar block form, whenceu
y1 yMq1 Äa f P . This shows that the integer M and u m P satisfy conditionu
Ž .P in 2.2. This completes the proof.
2.7. Remark. Let M be an integer with s N M, that is, M s M Xs. Then,
Ä MŽ . Ž .for u m P of a or b in 1.10, such an element a g P as in the proof ofu
Ä Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.6 has a diagonal form, and for u m P of c or d in 1.10,
aŽ1. vy1aŽ2.Äs s
a1
X .M .a s v , 2.7.1Ž .Ä .
asy1 0
Ž3. Ž4.v a aÄ s s
Ž i. Ž . Ž .where a g M O , 1 F i F 4, a g M O , 1 F i F s y 1, and thes l r2 i ls i
others are 0.
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Ž .2.8. PROPOSITION. Let M be an integer, and put c s s, M . Then a
nonsingular element a in P M of the block form as in 2.6 or 2.7 has theu
monic eigenpolynomial
c
lMr c yMr c sr cv p v X ,Ž .Ä ÄŁ i
is1
Ž . w x Ž Ž ..where each p X is a monic polynomial in O X of degree l see 1.12.1i i
o¤er F, and l s Ýc l .is1 i
Proof. Let M X, l be the integers satisfying M s M Xs q l and 0 F l - s.
 4Let v be the permutation on 1, 2, . . . , n defined by
1 2 ??? s y 1 s
v s .ž /2 3 ??? s 1
Then we have
1 2 s
M lv s v s ??? ,ž /1 q l 2 q l s q l
Ž .where we recall 2.6.2 for the definition of m.
Ä Ž . Ž . Ž .At first, let u m P be a or b in 1.10. Then a has the form 2.6.4 .
A direct computation shows
a sr c s v Mr cdiag b , b , . . . , bŽ .Ä 1 2 s
and
b s a a l a 2 l ??? a l sr cy l i , 1 F i F s.Ž .i i v Ž i. v Ž i. v
Ž . Ž .Since a is invertible, so are all the a . Let S k be the set 2.6.1 . Then, byi
definition,
S i s i , v l i , v 2 l i , . . . , v l sr cyl i 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .and a g GL O for all j g S i , since M can be replaced by l. Let p Xj l ii
be the monic eigenpolynomial of b for each i, 1 F i F c. Then it hasi
coefficients in O and the degree l over F. If k ’ m mod c,i
 l 2 l l sr cy l 4  l 2 l l sr cy l 4a , a , a , . . . , a s a , a , a , . . . , a .k v Žk . v Žk . v Žk . m v Žm. v Žm. v Žm.
Ž .Since the monic eigenpolynomials of xy and yx for x, y g GL O arer
identical, it follows from the above equations for the b thati
p X s p XŽ . Ž .k m
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if k ’ m mod c. Hence by the Cayley]Hamilton theorem
c




Mlr c yMr c sr cp X s v p v X ,Ž . Ž .Ä ÄŁ i
is1
Ž .where l is as above. Then p X is a monic polynomial of degree 2n and
Ž . Ž .p a s 0. This implies that p X is the monic eigenpolynomial of a .
Ä Ž . Ž .Hence we have proved this proposition in case u m P is a or b in 1.10.
Ä Ž . Ž . Ž .Let u m P be c or d in 1.10. Let w be the matrix 2.4.1 . Then we0
y1 Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..can apply the above argument to w a w cf. 2.6.4 , 2.6.5 , and 2.7.10 0
Ž . Ž .and prove this proposition in the cases of c and d . This completes the
proof.
2.9. Let a g g be a regular semisimple element. Then it generates the
w x Ž .subalgebra F a of M F of dimension 2n over F. For the involution s2 n
Ž . w xon M F in 1.1, sa s ya , so s leaves A s F a stable. Denote the2 n
restriction to A again by s . We have A s [u E , where each E is ai iis1
field extension of F. The involution s permutes the E . Puti
T s A l G.
Ž .Then this is the centralizer Z a of a in G and is a Cartan subgroup ofG
G. Further, it generates the maximal F-torus T of the algebraic group G.
As noted in 2.1, a g g is called elliptic if T is compact in G; equivalently,
T is F-anisotropic.
w x uLEMMA. Let a g g be regular semisimple and A s F a s [ E beiis1
as abo¤e. Then a is elliptic if and only if s E s E and s N k 1 for all i.i i Ei
w xProof. See 17, 1.3 for a proof.
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let M be an integer. Assume that s ƒ M and that
g s P M l g contains an elliptic regular semisimple element of the blocku , M u
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .form as in 2.6. Then s, M s 1 if u m P is a or b in 1.10, and
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .s, M s 1 or 2 if u m P is c or d in 1.10.
Ž . XProof. Put c s s, M and let M s M s q l be as in Proposition 2.8.
Let a be an elliptic regular semisimple element in g of the block formu , M
Ž .as in 2.6. Let p X , 1 F i F c, be the polynomials defined in the proof ofi
w x Ž .Proposition 2.8 for this a , and A s F a be the subalgebra of M F2 n
generated by a over F. Then, since a is regular, by Proposition 2.8, the
algebra A decomposes into the direct sum [c A , where A ,i iis1
w x Ž Ž yM r c sr c..F X r p v X . We describe the action on A of the involutionÄi
s : a ‹ ya .
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Ä Ž . Ž .At first, let u m P be a or b in 1.10. For an integer l G 1, I s Il
Ž .denotes the matrix of size l = l whose i, l y i q 1 -entries, 1 F i F l,
are 1 and the others are 0. If l is even, denote the matrix of size l = l
defined in 1.1 by J s J . Then, for a with the block form in 2.6, by a directl
computation, we can show that
aX¡ ƒ1
. . .
XaX sy lMsa s v 2.10.1Ž .Ä Xv aÄ sy lq1
. . .
X¢ §v aÄ s
and aX , aX , . . . , aX are given as follows: Let s X be the permutation on1 2 s
 41, 2, . . . , s defined by
1 2 ??? s y lXs s ž s y l s y l y 1 ??? 1
s y l q 1 s y l q 2 ??? s ./s s y 1 ??? s y l q 1
Ä Ž .If s is even, u m P is a in 1.10 by Lemma 1.14 and
aX s « I ?ta X ? I , 1 F i F s,i i s Ž i.
where « s "1 is determined as follows: When l - sr2,i
1 if 1 F i F sr2 y l or sr2 q 1 F i F s y l ,
« si ½y1 otherwise,
when l s sr2, « s 1 for all i, and when l ) sr2,i
1 if s y l q 1 F i F sr2 or 3sr2 y l q 1 F i F s,
« si ½y1 otherwise.
Ä Ž .If s is odd, u m P is b by Lemma 1.14 and
aX s Jy1 ?ta X ? I , aX s I ?ta X ? Jj s Ž j . k s Žk .0 0 0 0
and
aX s « I ?ta X ? I for i / j , k ,i i s Ž i. 0 0
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Ž .where j , k , and « s "1 are determined as follows: When l - s y 1 r2,0 0 i
Ž . Ž .j s s q 1 r2 y l, k s s q 1 r2, and0 0
1 if 1 F i F s y 1 r2 y l or s y 1 r2 q 2 F i F s y l ,Ž . Ž .
« si ½ y1 otherwise,
Ž . Ž .when l s s y 1 r2, j s 1, k s s q 1 r2, and « s 1 for all j / j , k ,0 0 i 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .and when l G s q 1 r2, j s s q 1 r2, k s 3s q 1 r2 y l, and0 0
1 if l q 1 F i F s y 1 r2 or 3s q 3 r2 y l F i F s,Ž . Ž .
« si ½ y1 otherwise.
X Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We show that s permutes the sets S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S c , defined by 2.6.3 .
 4In fact, it is sufficient to show that if j, k g 1, 2, . . . , s and j ’ k mod c,
XŽ . XŽ . Ž . Ž .then s j ’ s k mod c. We first remark that c s s, M s s, l and
Ž .that the above integers j , k belong to a single set S m . We may set j, k0 0
to satisfy j - k, k y j s h and c N h. By the definition of s X, if j - k F s
XŽ . XŽ .y l, or if s y l - j - k, then clearly s k y s j s h ’ 0 mod c. So,
XŽ . XŽ . XŽ . Ž . Žassume j F s y l - k. Then s k y s j s s j q h y s j s 2 s y j
. Ž . Xy h y l q 1 y s y l y j q 1 s s y h ’ 0 mod c. Hence s acts on
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4 XŽ Ž ..S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S c as a permutation, as claimed. Note that s S i s
 XŽ . Ž .4 Ž . Ž .s k N k g S i . Assume now that c s s, M s s, l ) 1. Then
s XS 1 s S s y l / S 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
As in the proof of Proposition 2.8, we have
src X X XMr csa s v diag b , b , . . . , b .Ž . Ž .Ä 1 2 s
X X Ž .In particular, b is the product of the a , i g S 1 , in a certain order. It1 i
Ž .follows from « s "1 above that the product of the « , i g S 1 , equals 1.i i
X Ž . X Ž .Therefore, by the definition of a and S s y l s s S 1 , we can show thati
X Ž .the eigenpolynomial of b is equal to p X , as in the proof of Proposi-1 syl
Ž . sr c Ž . sr c sr ction 2.8. On the other hand, since sa s ya , sa s y1 a . By
X Ž . sr cthe proof of Proposition 2.8, b s y1 b . Thus we get1 1
sdrc srcp X s y1 p y1 X ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .sy l 1
Ž .where d denotes the degree of p X , whence1
sdrc srcyMr c sr c yMr cp v X s y1 p v yX .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä ÄŽ .sy l 1
This implies sA s A by definition. By the regularity of a , sA s A1 syl 1 syl
/ A . By Lemma 2.9, this contradicts that a is elliptic. Hence we must1
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .have c s s, M s 1 in case u m P is a or b in 1.10.
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Ä Ž . Ž .For u m P of c and d in 1.10, we apply the above argument to
Ž . y1 Ž .w sa w to get the fact that sA s A / A if c s s, M G 3.0 0 1 syly1 1
Ž .This is a contradiction as above, and we hence must have c s s, M F 2.
We leave the details to the reader. This completes the proof.
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as in Proposi-
ÄŽ . Ž .tion 2.10. Put c s s, M . Then u m P, s s s u , and c are gi¤en as follows:
Ž .1 n s d r with d , r integers G 1,
Ä  4u s P y j , j , j , . . . , j s j ,0 r 2 r d r n
Ž .s s s u s 2d , and c s 1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .2 n s 2d q 1 rr2 with d an integer G 1, r an e¤en integer G 2,
Äu s P y j , j , j , . . . , j s j , 40 2Ž rr2. 4Ž rr2. 2 d Ž rr2. d r
Ž .s s s u s 2d q 1, and c s 1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .3 n s 2d q 1 rr2 with d an integer G 1, r an e¤en integer G 2,
Äu s P y j , j , . . . , j s j , 4rr2 3Ž rr2. Ž2 dq1.Ž rr2. n
Ž .s s s u s 2d q 1, and c s 1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .4 n s 2d q 2 rr2 with d an integer G 1, r an e¤en integer G 2,
Äu s P y j , j , . . . , j , 4rr2 3Ž rr2. Ž2 dq1.Ž rr2.
Ž .s s s u s 2d q 2, and c s 1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .5 n s d q 1 r q r r2 with d an e¤en integer G 2, r , r , r / r ,1 2 1 2 1 2
e¤en integers G 2,
Äu s P y j , j , j , j , . . . , j , 4r r2 r r2qr 3 r r2qr 3 r r2q2 r Ždq1. r r2qd r r21 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .s s s u s 2d q 2, and c s 2.
Ž . Ž .Ž .6 n s d q 1 r q r r2 with d an odd integer G 1, r an e¤en1 2 1
integer G 2, and r / r an integer G 1,2 1
Äu s P y j , j , j , j , . . . , j , 4r r2 r r2qr 3 r r2qr 3 r r2q2 r d r r2qŽdq1. r r21 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .s s s u s 2d q 2, and c s 2.
Ž .Proof. Put c s s, M as before. We first assume c s 1, that is,
l s l s ??? s l .1 2 s
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, by Lemma 1.14, according to a , b , c , and d in 1.10, we easily
get
Ž .1 t s d G 1; n s n s ??? s n s r G 1,1 2 t
Ž .2 t s d q 1 G 2; n s ??? s n s 2n s r G 2,1 ty1 t
Ž .3 t s d q 1 G 2; 2n s n s ??? s n s r G 2,1 2 t
Ž .4 t s d q 2 G 2; 2n s n s ??? s n s 2n s r G 21 2 ty1 t
Ž .for some integers d , r. We remark that t s d q 1 G 2 in 2 follows from
Ž . Ž . Ž .the assumption s ƒ M. By 1.10, we can see at once that these 1 , 2 , 3 ,
Ž .and 4 are the desired.
We next assume c s 2, that is,
l s l s ??? s l for k s 1, 2k kq2 kqsy2
Ä Ž . Ž .by Lemma 2.6. Then, by Proposition 2.10, u m P is c or d in 1.10. Let
Ž . Ž .  4S k be the set 2.6.1 . Then, by the proof of Lemma 2.6, 1, 2, . . . , s s
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž .S 1 j S 2 , S 1 s odd , and S 2 s even . Let u m P be c in 1.10.
Then, by the assumption, we have l / l . But l s n s l byty1 t ty1 t t
Ž .Lemma 1.14. This is a contradiction. Thus c does not occur in this case.
Ä Ž .So, let u m P be d in 1.10. Then, again by Lemma 1.14, if d is even, we
can put
Ž .5 t s d q 2 G 2; 2n s n s ??? s n s r G 2, and1 3 dq1 1
n s n s ??? s n s 2n s r G 2,2 4 d dq2 2
and, if d is odd,
Ž .6 t s d q 2 G 3; 2n s n s ??? s n s 2n s r G 2, and1 3 d dq2 1
n s n s ??? s n s r G 12 4 dq1 2
for some integers d , r , and r . By assumption, r / r . In fact, if r s r ,1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .we have c s 1. Similarly, we can see at once that 5 and 6 are the
desired, by 1.10. Hence the proof is complete.
Ä Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.12. In the proof of Proposition 2.11, for u m P of 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 ,
we have seen
l s l s ??? s l .1 2 s
w xBy 6, 1.18 , this is equivalent to
P s A z s zA for some z g M F .Ž .u u u 2 n
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Ä Ž . Ž .On the other hand, for u m P of 5 and 6 in Proposition 2.11, we have
dim L rL s l q l s r q rŽ .F i iq2 1 2 1 2
Ž .for all i cf. Lemma 1.14 . This shows
P 2 s A z s zA for some z g M FŽ .u u u 2 n
w xagain by 6, 1.18 .
Ž . Ž . 2Therefore, if c s s, M s 1, P is principal, and if c s s, M s 2, Pu u
is principal.
Ä2.13. The Dynkin diagrams of u m P in Proposition 2.11 are d A forry1
Ž . Ž .1 , d A q C for 2 , and so on, where aX denotes the direct sum ofry1 rr2 b
a times of X type. We can express these types multiplicatively as follows:b
Ž d . Ž .A for 1 ,ry1
Ž d 1 . Ž . Ž .A C for 2 , 3 ,ry1 rr2
Ž d 2 . Ž .A C for 4 ,ry1 rr2
Ž dr2 1 d r2 1 . Ž .A C A C for 5 ,r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 . Ž .A C A for 6 .r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2
Ä Ž . Ž .To distinguish u m P of 2 and 3 , we further say those by
Ž d 1 .q Ž .A C for 2 ,ry1 rr2
Ž d 1 .y Ž .A C for 3 .ry1 rr2
Ä2.14. We have described u m P when s ƒ M. So we now consider the
case where s N M.
PROPOSITION. Let M be an integer. Assume that s N M and that gu , M
contains an elliptic regular semisimple element of the block form in 2.7. Then
Ä ÄŽ .  4 Ž . Ž .  4we ha¤e 1 u s P y j s P and s s s u s 1, 2 u s P y j and0 n
ÄŽ . Ž .  4 Ž .s s s u s 1, or 3 u s P y j with 1 F n F n y 1 and s s s u s 2.n 11
Proof. Since the proof is analogous to that of Proposition 2.10, we will
only give an outline of the proof.
w xLet a be the element in the assertion. Then we have A s F a s
s Ž .[ A cf. the proof of Proposition 2.10 . Then the involution s actsiis1
on A:
sA s A X , 1 F i F s,i s Ž i.
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Ä Xwhere, for each u m P in 1.10, the permutation s is given as follows:
1 ??? t t q 1 ??? 2 t for a in 1.10,Ž .ž /2 t ??? t q 1 t ??? 1
1 ??? t y 1 t t q 1 ??? 2 t y 1 for b ,Ž .ž /2 t y 1 ??? t q 1 t t y 1 ??? 1
1 ??? t y 1 t ??? 2 t y 2 2 t y 1 for c ,Ž .ž /2 t y 2 ??? t t y 1 ??? 1 2 t y 1
1 2 ??? t y 1 t t q 1 ??? 2 t y 2 for d .Ž .ž /1 2 t y 2 ??? t q 1 t t y 1 ??? 2
Ä Ž .Hence, by Lemma 2.9, u m P and s s s u are determined as in the
assertion. The proof is completed.
Ž .2.15. Remarks. i The Dynkin diagrams of u in Proposition 2.14 are of
Ž . Ž 1 1 .type C and C C , respectively. Putting n s r r2 and n y n sn n nyn 1 1 11 1
Ž 1 1 .r r2, we can rewrite the latter type by C C . Hence these types are2 r r2 r r21 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .contained in those 2 , 3 , and 5 in 2.13 if d s 0 and r s r are1 2
admitted.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii In the case of s N M, we have s, M s s. Thus, if c s s, M s 1,
Ž . 2P s v A , and if c s s, M s 2, P s v A , as in the case of s ƒ MÄ Äu u u u
Ž .see 2.12 .
Ä2.16. From now on, we assume that u m P is one of those in Proposi-
Ä dŽ .tions 2.11 and 2.14. We call u m P Type I if its Dynkin diagram is A ,ry1
Ž d 1 . Ž d 2 . Ž dr2 1 d r2 1 .A C , or A C , and Type II if it is A C A C orry1 rr2 ry1 rr2 r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 .A C A .r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2
w x2.17. We generalize the definition of 8, 3.2 for GL to get that forn
Sp naturally as follows:2 n
Ž .DEFINITION. Let s s s u and let M be an integer. An element a g
g with a f g is called very cuspidal if the following conditionsu , M u , Mq1
are satisfied:
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ža c s s, M s 1 resp. 2 if u m P is of Type I resp. Type II cf.
.Propositions 2.11 and 2.14 ;
Ž . Ž .b the element a is semisimple in M F such that the F-algebra2 n
w x u Ž .A s F a and a are decomposed into A s [ E and a s a , . . . , ai 1 uis1
Ž .with a / 0, 1 F i F u see 2.9 which satisfyi
Ž .1 s a s ya ,i i
Ž . w x2 E s F a is a field,i i
Ž .3 the order of a in E equals Mrc,i i
Ž .4 the order of ramification of E over F equals src,i
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yM r c sr cŽ .5 v a mod P generates the residue class field E sÄ i E ii
O rP over F, where O and P denote the maximal order of E and itsE E E E ii i i i
maximal ideal, respectively;
Ž . Ž .  4c the dimension of the subspace Z a s x g g N xa s a x of gg
over F is equal to 2n.
Ž .2.18. Remarks. i The very cuspidal elements of g are elliptic regular
Ž .semisimple see 2.9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Since src, Mrc s 1, conditions 3 , 4 , and 5 in Definition 2.17
for a of E are nothing but the definitions of ``cuspidal relative to E rF ''i i i
w x w x w xin 8, 3.2 and 27, I.1 , and ``minimal over F '' in 7, 1.4.14 .
2.19. We will study the properties of very cuspidal elements of Defini-
tion 2.17. To do so, we prepare the following.
ÄLEMMA. Let u m P and let an integer M be as in Definition 2.17. Let
Ž .a g g with a f g be semisimple not always regular and A su , M u , Mq1
w xF a which is stable under the in¤olution s . Let O and P be the maximalA A
O-order and the maximal ideal, respecti¤ely. Then
A l A s O and A l P ; P .u A u A
If a is ¤ery cuspidal, the latter is also equal.
Ž .  4Proof. We define the function w: M F “ Z j ‘ by2 n
w x s sup u g Z N x g P u , x g M F . 2.19.1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .u 2 n
Ž .Put c s s, M . Then w is an F-form on the F-algebra A which satisfies
the following conditions:
w x q y G inf w x , w y , x , y g A , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xy G w x q w y , x , y g A=,Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x s ‘ if and only if x s 0,Ž .
w l x s w x q s¤ l , l g F , x g A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .F
where ¤ is the normalized valuation of F. The set O s [u O is theF A Eis1 i
Ž w x.unique maximal O-order in A cf. 9 . Put
L s x g A N w x G 0 . 4Ž .
Ž Ž . .Then L s A l A . We claim L s O . First assume s u , M s 1, that is,u A
P s z A s A z . Then we further haveu 1 u u 1
w xy s w x q w y , x , y g A=,Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x q y s w x if w x - w y for x , y g A.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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The eigenpolynomial of every element x of L has coefficients in O,
Ž .because x g A cf. 2.3 . Thus L is integral over O so that L is containedu
w xin O by 9, Prop. 26.10 . This shows the first inclusions. We show that LA
w xis integral closure in A. This fact shows L s O again by 9, Prop. 26.10 .A
In fact, let x g A be integral over O, that is,
x n q a x ny1 q ??? qa x q a s 0,ny1 1 0
where a g O, 0 F i F n y 1, and a / 0. Theni 0
w x q w x ny1 q a x ny2 q ??? qa G 0.Ž . Ž .ny1 1
Ž .Now assume w x - 0. Then
w x ny1 q a x ny2 q ??? qa ) 0.Ž .ny1 1
Ž ny1. Ž . Ž .On the other hand, the left-hand side equals w x s n y 1 w x - 0.
Ž .This is a contradiction. Hence w x G 0, that is, x g L, which hence
Ž Ž . .shows A l A s L s O in the case of s u , M s 1.u A
Ž Ž . . 2Next assume s u , M s 2, that is, P s z A s A z . From L su 2 u u 2 u
 4 2 n 1  4L , we obtain the flags of O-lattices in X s F : L s Li ig Z u 2 iq1 ig Z
2  4and L s L as in the proof of Proposition 2.23. Let A and P beu 2 i ig Z j j
Ž . jthe hereditary O-order of M F and its Jacobson radical defined by L ,2 n u
j s 1, 2. Then, by definition, A s A l A and P s z A , j s 1, 2.u 1 2 j 2 j
Ž Ž . .Thus, by the above argument in the case of s u , M s 1, we get A l A j
Ž . Ž .s O , j s 1, 2, which shows A l A s A l A l A l A s O asA u 1 2 A
required. The second inclusion A l P ; P is easily seen.u A
Ž Ž . .Finally, if a is very cuspidal, in the case of s u , M s 1, it follows
from Definition 2.17 that A l P s P by comparing the dimensions ofu A
Ž . Ž .the algebra A l A r A l P and the algebra O rP over F. In theu u A A
Ž Ž . .case of s u , M s 2, similarly, we get A l P s A l P s P and1 2 A
2 Ž . Ž . 2A l P s A l P l A l P s P . Consequently, A l P s A lu 1 2 A u
P s P . The proof is completed.u A
Ä2.20. Assume that u m P and M are as in Definition 2.17. Put c s
Ž .s, M . We define the canonical injective ring homomorphism
srcy1
R : A rP “ End L rLŽ .Łc u u F ci ciqc
is0
as follows: When c s 1, let R be the canonical isomorphism in 2.3. When1
c s 2, put RX s R . We have the canonical injection1
End L rL = End L rL “ End L rLŽ . Ž . Ž .F 2 i 2 iq1 F 2 iq1 2 iq2 F 2 i 2 iq2
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so that the image is a Levi subgroup, for each 0 F i F sr2 y 1. Let RY be
the product of these injections over i, 0 F i F sr2 y 1, that is,
sr2y1sy1
YR : End L rL “ End L rL .Ž . Ž .Ł ŁF i iq1 F 2 i 2 iq2
is0 is0
Define R s RY ( RX the composition of RY and RX. By 2.12.2
dim L rL s 2ncrs, 0 F i F src y 1.Ž .F ci ciqc
Ž . cWrite z for the element z g GL F in 2.12 which satisfies P s z Ac 2 n u c u
s A z and z sr c s v ? 1 .Äu c c 2 n
Ž .2.21. LEMMA. Put s s s u . Let a g g be a ¤ery cuspidal element,u , M
Ž . Ž yM r c sr c.and c s s, M . Then R v a generates a commutati¤e semisimpleÄc
algebra of dimension 2ncrs o¤er F.
Proof. Denote by r the dimension of the subalgebra of Ł Endi F
yM r c sr c yMr c sr cŽ . Ž . Ž .L rL generated by R v a over F. We have R v aÄ Äci ciqc c c
Ž . Ž .s x , . . . , x and the x can be regarded as the matrices in M F1 sr c i 2 ncr s
Ž . Ž . w xcf. 2.20 . Since src, Mrc s 1, by 8, 3.1 , the x have the same eigen-i
Ž .polynomial over F cf. the proof of Proposition 2.8 . Thus r F 2ncrs.
Ž . Ž .Assume that r - 2ncrs. Then, by Definition 2.17 3 ] 5 ,
u
E : F s r - 2ncrs,Ý i
is1
uw x w xwhere A s F a s [ E is as in Definition 2.17 and E : F denotesi iis1
the extension degree of E over F for each i. This is the modular degree ofi
Ž Ž ..E over F. Since a is regular semisimple cf. Remark 2.18 i ,i
u u
w x2n s E : F s E : F src - 2ncrs src s 2n.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
This is a contradiction. Thus r s 2ncrs, which completes the proof.
w x2.22. Let a g g be a very cuspidal element and A s F a su , M
[u E be as above. Then the base space X can be regarded as aniis1
A-module and be identified with A itself, because dim X s dim A.F F
Thus there are canonical isomorphisms
Z a , End X , A ,Ž . Ž .M ŽF . A2 n
Ž . Ž . wwhere Z a denotes the centralizer of a in M F . By 25, IV,M ŽF . 2 n2 nxSect. 2 , associated with a in g , there is a s-sesquilinear form F :a
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A = A “ A such that
f ax , y s tr aF x , y , x , y g X s A , a g A ,Ž . Ž .Ž .A r F a
where tr denotes the trace in A over F. According to the decomposi-A r F
u Ž .tion A s [ E , there is an element m s m g A with sm s ym fori i i iis1
all i such that
u
f x , y s tr m x s yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýi i E r F i i ii
is1
Ž . Ž . ufor x , y g A s [ E , where tr denotes the trace map of E intoi i i E r F iis1 i
Ž w x.F for each i cf. 17, 1.18 .
2.23. PROPOSITION. Let a g g be a ¤ery cuspidal element and A su , M
w x uF a s [ E be as abo¤e. Theniis1
u¡
kP if s, M s 1,Ž .[ Ž .Ei y
is1~A l g s uu , k
wŽkq1.r2xP if s, M s 2Ž .[ Ž .E¢ i y
is1
Ž k .  k 4 wŽ . xfor k g Z, where P s x g P N s x q x s 0 and k q 1 r2 denotesE y Ei i
Ž .the greatest integer among the integers less than or equal to k q 1 r2.
Ž . uProof. Put c s s, M . P s [ P is the maximal ideal of O sA E Ais1 i[u O . There is a prime element v of O and P s v O . Let w beÄ ÄE A A A A Ais1 i
Ž .the function 2.19.1 . Then the properties of w in Lemma 2.19 easily show
Ž . Ž .w v s c. If c s s, M s 1, P s z A s A z as before. Thus, by theÄA u 1 u u 1
 k4identification X s A in 2.22, we may set L s P to determineu A k g Z
k Ž w x.A l P , k g Z by Lemma 2.19 cf. 8, 3.3 . Since the elements of A act onu
X s A via the regular representation, we have A l P k s P k, k g Z,u A
Ž .which shows this proposition in the case of s, M s 1.
ÄŽ .Let c s s, M s 2. Then, by 2.16, u m P is of Type II, that is,
Ž dr2 1 d r2 1 . Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 .A C A C with d G 0 or A C A with d G 1,r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2 2 1 1 2
where r s r is admitted. We note that the corresponding flag of O-lattices1 2
 4 Ž .L s L comes from d in Lemma 1.14, as was seen in the proof ofu i ig Z
Proposition 2.11. By 2.12, P 2 s z A s A z . Thus we can apply theu 2 u u 2
 4above argument to L so that we may set2 k k g Z
u
k kL s P s P , k g Z.[2 k A Ei
is1
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Ž .By the form of d in the proof of Lemma 1.14, we can see at once that, for
Ž .each m g Z, there is an integer k s k m such that
aL s LŽ .2 m 2 kq1
Ž . w xsee 1.16 for the definition . On the other hand, by 2.22 and 17, 2.4 ,
u
aa m yd ymiL s P s P ,Ž . Ž . [2 m A Ei
is1
Ž .where the d are the integers determined by m s m in 2.22 and thei i
differential exponents of the E over F. Thus we havei
u
yd ymiL s P .[2 kq1 Ei
is1
By L p L p L and by the forms of L and L , we get2 k 2 kq1 2 kq2 2 k 2 kq2
 4  4yd y m N 1 F i F t s k , k q 1 .i
Since L s z L , k g Z, rearranging the E , we hence have2 kq1 2 2 ky1 i
d u
k kq1L s P [ P[ [2 kq1 E Ei i
is1 isdq1
Ž w x.for a fixed integer d, 1 - d - u cf. 17, 2.5 . Hence it follows that
Ž .A l g , k g Z, have the forms of this proposition in case s, M s 2.u , k
This completes the proof.
w x2.24. Let a g g and A s F a be as in Proposition 2.23. Putu , M
T s A l G
as in 2.9.
COROLLARY. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. Then
T ; P s P u .Ž .
Proof. We can prove this immediately from the fact that T s A l G ;
O= by the proof of Proposition 2.23.A
Ä2.25. PROPOSITION. Let u m P and let an integer M be as in Definition
2.17. Let b g g be a ¤ery cuspidal element. Then there is a ¤ery cuspidalu , M
element a g g which has the block form as in 2.6 or 2.7 and is congruentu , M
to b mod P Mq 1.u
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Ž w x. Ž .Proof. cf. 8, Proof of Prop. 3.3 . We claim that if a g b 1 q P andu
a g g , then a is also very cuspidal. To prove this, we start by provingu , M
w xthat the F-algebra A s F a generated by this a is commutative and
w xsemisimple. By 2, Sect. 2, n83; Sect. 6, n85, Prop. 9 , it is sufficient to prove
w xthat A s F a has no nonzero nilpotent element. Let ¤ be the normal-F
Ž .ized valuation on F and let w be the function defined by 2.19.1 . Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w a s w b s M. Put s s s u and c s s, M . By the assumption
Ž .a g b 1 q P ,u
vyM r ca sr c mod P s vyM r cb sr c mod P , 2.25.1Ž .Ä Äu u
sr c yMr cw xand F a v mod P is a commutative semisimple F-algebra ofÄ u
dimension 2ncrs in A rP , because b is very cuspidal. Let x su u
Ý2 ny1 x a i, x g F with some x / 0. Assume that x m s 0 for someis0 i i i
integer m G 1. If x / 0, puti
n i s w x a i s s¤ x q Mi ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i F i
Ž i. Ž . 2where we note that w a s iw a because P or P is principal.u u
Ž .  Ž . 4If x s 0, put n i s ‘. Let n s min n i N 0 F i - 2n and i si 0 0
 < Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .min i n i s n . Since src, Mrc s 1, n i s n implies i ’ i mod src,0 0 0
that is, i s i q ksrc, 0 F k - 2ncrs. Thus0
ki i yMr c sr c0x a s x a y v a ,Ž .Äi i k0
k Mr c y1 Ž .where y s v x x . We can easily check ¤ y s 0, whenceÄk i qk sr c i F k0 0
y g O. Putk
2ny1
ki i yMr c sr c0g s x a s x a y v a ,Ž .ÄÝ Ýi i k0
ks0
where the indices i in the first summation run over i ’ i mod src. Then0
g can be expressed by g s x a i0 d with d g A . If i k i mod src,i u 00
then x a i g P n0q1 . It follows that x s g q h for some h g P n0q1 . Wei u u
note that x, g g P n0 and x f P n0q1 . By the assumption x m s 0,u u
0 s x m ’ g m mod P m n0q1 .u
i0 m Ž i0.m mSince x a commutes with d, we further have g ’ x a di i0 0m n q1 m i m0 0Ž .mod P , whence d g P , because w x a s n . Hence d s 0 inu u i 00yM r c sr cw xF v a mod P ; A rP . It follows that d s 0, that is, d g P ,Ä u u u u
Ž . Ž .so that w g G n q 1. This contradicts w g s n . Consequently, x s 00 0 i
w xfor all i, that is, x s 0. This shows that A s F a is reduced. Hence it is
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commutative semisimple as claimed above. We have A s [u E , whereiis1
Ž . ueach E is a field extension of F, and a s a g A s [ E . We provei i iis1
that a is very cuspidal. To do so, it is sufficient to prove that each ai
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies conditions 3 , 4 , and 5 in b and c of Definition 2.17. By
Lemma 2.19, A l A ; O and A l P s [u P ; P . Denote by vÄu A u E A Eis1 i i
a prime element of E with v ei s vz , where z is in O=. This implies thatÄ Äi E i i Ei i
the order of ramification of E over F is equal to e . Let M X be the orderi i i
of a in E . Then a can be written in the form a s v Mi
X
u for someÄi i i i E ii
u g O=. Hencei Ei
v Mi
X sr cyM ei r cusr c g O=,ÄE i Ei i
X Ž .which shows M s Me rs. Since src, Mrc s 1, it follows that src di-i i
Ž .vides e , whence e s sk rc for some integer k G 1. By 2.25.1 and by thei i i i
yM r c sr c Ž yM r c sr c.very cuspidality of b , v a s v a mod P generates aÄ Ä i u
commutative semisimple F-algebra of dimension 2ncrs. Put
yM r c sr cK s F v a mod P .Äi i Ei
Then K ; E and hencei i
u u




src E : F G 2n s e E : F ,Ý Ýi i i
is1 is1
whence src G e s sk rc. Hence k s 1 so that e s src and M X s Mrc.i i i i i
w x w xFurther E : F s K : F for all i and soi i
u
w xE : F s 2n.Ý i
is1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence conditions 3 , 4 , and 5 in b and c of Definition 2.17 are
satisfied, whence a is very cuspidal as claimed first.
Finally, we can decompose the very cuspidal element b g g asu , M
b s b q b , where b g g , b g g , b f g , and b has0 1 1 u , Mq1 0 u , M 0 u , Mq1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .such a block form as 2.6.4 , 2.6.5 , or 2.7.1 . We note that this decompo-
c Ž .sition is not always unique. Since P , with c s s, M , is principal,u
by1 g PyM and by1 f PyMq1 by Definition 2.17. Thus we also haveu u
by1 s g q g , where g g PyMq1, g g PyM , g f PyMq1, and g has0 1 1 u 0 u 0 u 0
the block form as above. Thus 1 s bby1 ’ b g mod P . Hence b is0 0 u 0
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nonsingular and
b s b 1 q by1b ,Ž .0 0 1
Ž . y1 yMwhence b g b 1 q P , because b g P by the block form of b .0 u 0 u 0
Put a s b . Then we have proved the very cuspidality of this a . This0
completes the proof.
Ž . m my1 i2.26. Let g X s X q Ý b X be a polynomial over a finite Ga-is0 i
lois extension FX of F. Put
N X g X s gg X ,Ž . Ž .Ž . ŁF r F
g
X g Ž .where g in the product runs over the Galois group of F rF and g X s
m my1 Ž . iX q Ý g b X .is0 i
2.27. PROPOSITION. Let a g g be a ¤ery cuspidal element of theu , M
Ž Ž . .block form in 2.6 or 2.7. Put c s s u , M . Then the monic eigenpolynomial
of a has the form
u
sr c Mr cN X y v z ,ÄŽ .Ł F r F ii
is1
w xwhere F s F z is an unramified extension of degree f o¤er F, 1 F i F u.i i i
Ž . Ž sr c Mr c .Further each g X s N X y v z is irreducible o¤er F andÄi F r F ii
satisfies
s f rcig yX s y1 g X .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
Ž .Proof. Let p X be the monic eigenpolynomial of a . Then, by Proposi-
tion 2.8,
c
lMr c yMr c sr cp X s v p v X .Ž . Ž .Ä ÄŁ j
js1
Ž .We remark that c s 1 or 2 by Propositions 2.10 and 2.14. Since the p Xj
Ž .have coefficients in O, by Hensel's lemma, there are polynomials h X ,i
w x1 F i F t, in O X such that
c u
p X s h XŽ . Ž .Ł Łj i
js1 is1
Ž . Ž .and the h X s h X mod P are irreducible over F. Let z be a root ofi i i
Ž . w xh X s 0 for each i. Then it is well known by local field theory that F zi i
Ž .is an unramified extension of F. Thus each h X can be expressed in thei
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following form:
h X s N X y z ,Ž . Ž .i F r F ii
w xwhere F s F z . Hencei i
u u
lMr c yMr c sr c sr c Mr cp X sv N v X yz s N X yv z .Ž . Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Ł ŁF r F i F r F ii i
is1 is1
Ž . w x Ž sr c Mr c .Since src, Mrc s 1, by 12, 4.1 , the polynomials N X y v zÄF r F ii
Žare irreducible over F. Thus the last assertion follows from Lemma 2.9 cf.
w x.25, IV, 2.10 . Hence the proof is complete.
Ž .2.28. Remarks. i It follows from Propositions 2.25 and 2.27 that every
class of g rg , for some integer M, which contains a very cuspidalu , M u , Mq1
element is obtained from a monic polynomial with coefficients in F as in
Ž w x.Proposition 2.27 cf. 12, 4.6 .
ÄŽ .ii g for u m P other than those of Definition 2.17 seems to containu , M
no very cuspidal elements, as Propositions 2.10 and 2.14 suggest.
w x2.29. We recall principal elements of g defined by Morris 17 . We
Ž .consider only such elements which are regular semisimple in g s M F .Ä 2 n
w x Ž .By 17, 2.22 and 2.23 , a regular semisimple element a in g of g isÄ
called principal if the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž . w x ui F a s [ E , where E is a tamely ramified extension field ofi iis1
F for each i,
Ž . Ž .ii s E s E and s N k id for 1 F i F u,i i Ei
Ž . eiii there exists an integer e G 1 such that P s v O , where O andÄA A A
w xP are as before for A s F a ,A
Ž . Ž m . uiv there exists an integer st such that a s v b g A s [ E ,Äi i iis1
where v is a prime element of E and b is a root of unity in E= prime toÄi i i i
p, for each i.
2.30. PROPOSITION. E¤ery regular semisimple and principal element of g
is ¤ery cuspidal.
Proof. Since a is regular semisimple in g and belongs to g , it followsÄ
Ž . ufrom 2.22 that there exists an element m s m g A s [ E such thati iis1
u
f x , y s tr m x s yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýi i E r F i i ii
is1
Ž . Ž . ufor x , y g A s [ E , where we identify X with A as vector spacesi i iis1
over F. Thus a self-dual lattice chain L in X s A is obtained by this
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Ž .m s m as follows:i
an n nL s P or P j P 4  4 Ž . 4A A AngZ ngZ ngZ
Ž w x.as in the proof of Proposition 2.23 cf. 17, 2.3]2.5 . By Lemma 1.11, we
Ä Ž w x.can see that L corresponds to a unique subset u of P cf. 17, 2.14 . This
Ž .implies L s L see 1.15 . Let A and P be as in 1.17 and let g be asu u u u , i
 n4 Ž .in 1.22. Then, if L s P , we have s u s e and a g g , a fu A ng Z u , M
 n4 Ž n.a4 Ž .g with M s m, and if L s P j P , we have s u su , Mq1 u A ng Z A ng Z
2m and a g g , a f g with M s 2m, where m is the integer asu , M u , Mq1
Ž .in 2.29. Further it can be easily seen that g satisfies condition P ofu , M
Ä2.2, and so that u is a subset of P in Propositions 2.11 and 2.14. Hence it
w x Ž . Ž m .follows by 27, Theorem I.4 that m, e s 1 and that a s v b satisfiesÄi i
all the conditions of Definition 2.17. The proof is complete.
3. VERY CUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS
ÄThroughout this section, let u m P be as in Propositions 2.11 and 2.14,
Ž . Ž .and put s s s u and P s P u .
3.1. Let m be an integer greater than or equal to 2. By Proposition
1.20, P rP is an abelian group, and, by Proposition 1.25, a charactermy 1 m
x of P rP corresponds to a unique class a q g ofmy 1 m u , lŽm.q1
g rg viau , lŽm. u , lŽm.q1
² :x C x s c x , ya r2 , x g g ,Ž . Ž .Ž . u , my1
where l, C, and c are as in 1.22]1.25. We say that this x is represented
by a q g .u , lŽm.q1
Ž w x.3.2. DEFINITION cf. 8, 4.1 . A representation r of P is called very
cuspidal of level m G 1 if the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .i It is trivial on P .m
Ž . Ž wii In case m s 1, P is a maximal parahoric subgroup of G cf. 21,
x.Prop. 6.8 and, on P, r is the inflation to P of a cuspidal representation,
w xin the sense of 10 , of PrP viewed as the group of F -rational points in a1 q
reductive algebraic group over F , where we recall F , F .q q
In case m G 2, on P rP , r is a sum of characters represented bymy 1 m
a q g 's, where the a 's are very cuspidal elements in g .u , lŽm.q1 u , lŽm.
Ž .In case m s 1, we remark that P s P u is a maximal parahoric
Ä Ä 4 Žsubgroup of G if and only if u s P y j for some j g P cf. Propositioni i
.2.14 . In case m G 2, the classes a q g 's in this definition areu , lŽm.q1
Ž w x.mutually conjugate under elements of P cf. 12, 3.3 .
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3.3. PROPOSITION. Let a g g be a ¤ery cuspidal element and letu , M
x g P k for some integer k. Suppose that xa y a x g P Mq kq1. Then x gu u
w x kq1F a q P .u
w xProof. In the case of c s 1, this follows directly from 8, Lemma 3.5 .
When c s 2 and k is even, by Lemma 2.21, we can apply the proof of
w x8, Lemma 3.5 to the injective homomorphism R in 2.20 and prove the2
assertion. So, assume that c s 2 and k is odd. For the O-lattice chain
 4 jL s L , let L , A , and P , j s 1, 2, be as in the proof of Lemmau i ig Z u j j
2.19. We have the canonical isomorphism
sr2y1
R : A rP , End L rL , j s 1, 2,Ž .ŁŽ j. j j F 2 iq2yj 2 iq4yj
is0
as in 2.3. By definition,
P 2 i s P i l P i , i g Z.u 1 2
In particular, A s A l A and P 2 s P l P .u 1 2 u 1 2
Thus we get the canonical injections A “ A , j s 1, 2, and the canoni-u j
cal homomorphism
w : A rP 2 “ A rP , j s 1, 2.j u u j j
Similarly to Lemma 2.21, we can prove
Ž . Ž yM r2 sr2 .i R v a generates a commutative semisimple algebra ofÄŽ j.
dimension 4nrs over F, j s 1, 2.
yM r2 sr2 yMr2 sr2 2Let v a be the canonical image of the v a in A rP .Ä Ä u u
Then by Proposition 2.23 we can prove
yM r2 sr2Ž . w xii The restrictions of w , j s 1, 2, to F v a are isomorphismsÄj
as F-algebras.
By the assumption, a s z Mr2a , a g A , and x s z Žky1.r2 x , x g P .2 0 0 u 2 0 0 u
Ž .Since sr2, Mr2 s 1, there is a unique integer l, 0 F l F sr2 y 1, such
Ž .that lMr2 ’ k y 1 r2 mod sr2. For this integer l, define the element c
of A byu
c s zyŽ ly1.Mr2a z Ž ly1.Mr2 ??? zyM r2a z Mr2 aŽ . Ž .2 0 2 2 0 2 0
Ž w x. Ž . wsee 8, p. 199 . Then by fact i we can also apply the proof of 8, Lem-
x Ž . Ž . w xma 3.5 to get some polynomials p t and p t in F t satisfying1 2
R cy1 x s p R vyM r2a sr2 , j s 1, 2.Ž .ÄŽ . Ž .Ž j. 0 j Ž j.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By fact ii , we can further get p t and p t so that p t s p t . Thus,1 2 1 2
w x Ž . w xby the proof of 8, Lemma 3.5 , there is a polynomial p t in F t such that
Ž . Žky1.r2q1 Žkq1.r2 Žkq1.r2x y p a belongs to both P s P and P , which1 1 2
Ž . kq1shows x g p a q P . The proof is complete.u
3.4. COROLLARY. Let a g g be a ¤ery cuspidal element. If g g Gu , M
intertwines a q P Mq 1, that is,u
a q P Mq 1 l g a q P Mq 1 gy1 / B,Ž . Ž .u u
then g g P.
w x k kq1Proof. Put A s F a . Let g g P and g f P for some integer k.u u
By the assumption, there are elements x, y g P Mq 1 such that a q x su
Ž . y1g a q y g . Then
a g y ga s gy y xg g g P Mq 1 q P Mq 1g ; P Mq kq1 .u u u
w x kq1By Proposition 3.3, g s a q b for a g A s F a and b g P . We haveu
gy1 g Pyk . In fact, if P is principal, or if P 2 is principal and k is even,u u u
it is trivial. So we must prove it in the case where P 2 is principal and k isu
k w x k kq1odd. We have a g P l F a , because g s a q b g P and b g P .u u u
By Proposition 2.23, it follows that
k w x kq1 w xa g P l F a s P l F a ,u u
whence g s a q b g P kq1 which contradicts g f P kq1. This implies thatu u
g does not intertwine a q P Mq 1 in this case. Hence gy1 g Pyk . Itu u
follows that agy1 s 1 y bgy1 g 1 q P ; A=. This shows that a g P ku u u
Ž y1 . =and that it is invertible. Thus g s a 1 q a b , where a g A and 1 q
y1 y1 Ž .a b g 1 q P . Put z s a b. Then g s a 1 q z . Since s g ? g s 1u
Ž .cf. 1.1 , we have
1 s s a ? a q s a ? az q s z ? s a ? a q s z ? s a ? az.
By the forms of the slices of L in the proof of Lemma 1.14, we haveu
s a g P k. Hence, since z g P , we must have k s 0, that is, a g O s Au u A
l A and s a ? a ’ 1 mod P , so mod P s P l A. Hence, by theu u A u
w x Xapproximation theorem 17, 2.11 , there is an element a g T s A l G
X XŽ X. Xsuch that a ’ a mod P s A l P , and so a s a 1 q z , z g P s AA u A
XŽ Y . Y Xl P . Hence g s a 1 q z for some z g P . Since g g G and a g Tu u
s A l G, we also have 1 q zY g G and further 1 q zY g P . By Corol-1
X XŽ Y .lary 2.24, a g P. Hence g s a 1 q z g P, which completes the proof.
3.5. COROLLARY. Let a g g be a ¤ery cuspidal element and let k beu , M
an integer greater than or equal to 1. If g g P intertwines a q P Mq k, thenu
g g TP .k
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w xProof. We imitate the proof of 8, Prop. 3.6 . Let g be an element of G
which intertwines a q P Mq k. Then, since k G 1, g g TP , seen in theu 1
proof of Corollary 3.4. So we may set g g P . We now assume that g g P1 i
for an integer i with 0 - i - k. Then we show that g s tgX, t g T ,i
gX g P . In fact, we have g s 1 q x, x g P i , andiq1 u
gy1a g y a ’ yxa q a x mod P Mq iq1.u
It follows that a x y xa g P Mq iq1, although a x y xa g P Mq i, whence,u u
w x i iq1by Proposition 3.3, x s y q z, y g F a l P , z g P . Thusu u
y1g s 1 q x s 1 q y 1 q 1 q y z .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Since
1 s s g ? g ’ s 1 q y ? 1 q y mod P iq1 ,Ž . Ž . u
w x iq1 w xwe get y q s y ’ 0 mod F a l P . By 17, Lemma 8 , there existsu
X w x iq1 X Xy g F a l P such that y q s y s y q s y , which implies thatu
y1Ž X . w x2 y y y g F a l g , because 2 is invertible in O. Henceu , i
C yX y y r2 g T s T l P ,Ž .Ž . i i
where C is the Cayley map, and
1 q y g C yX y y r2 1 q P iq1 .Ž .Ž . Ž .u
It follows that
g s 1 q x s tgX , t g T , gX g 1 q P iq1 ,i u
and gX g P automatically. Therefore, by induction on i, we get g g TP .iq1 k
The proof is completed.
3.6. THEOREM. Let r be an irreducible ¤ery cuspidal representation of P
of le¤el m G 1. Then the representation p of G compactly induced from r is
irreducible and supercuspidal.
w xProof. The case of m s 1 follows from 16, Corollary 5.3 . Let m G 2.
Assume that r N y1 and gr N y1 have a common constituent, forP l g P g P l g P g
g g G. If g g P were showed, the theorem in the case of m G 2 follows by
w x w x8, Prop. 1.5 which is due to Howe 13 . By the assumption, there exists a
character x of P rP such that x and gx coincide on g lmy 1 m u , lŽm.q1
g g gy1. By 3.1, the character x corresponds to a coset a qu , lŽm.q1
g , where a is a very cuspidal element in g , andu , lŽm.q1 u , lŽm.
² :x C x s c x , ya r2 , x g g .Ž . Ž .Ž . u , my1
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Thus, for any x g g l g g gy1,u , lŽm.q1 u , lŽm.q1
² y1 : ² :c g xg , ya r2 s c x , ya r2 .Ž .Ž .
It follows
² y1:c x , a y ga g r2 s 1,Ž .
w xwhence by Proposition 1.24 and 18, 4.19
a y ga gy1 g g q g g gy1 .u , lŽm.q1 u , lŽm.q1
This implies that g g G intertwines a q P lŽm.q1. Hence g g P follows byu
Corollary 3.5. The proof is complete.
w x3.7. Remark. The proofs of 21, Corollary 4.9 and Prop. 6.6 give an
alternate proof of Theorem 3.6. However we note that Lemma 3.3, used to
prove Theorem 3.6, is needed for constructing the very cuspidal represen-
tation r in Section 4 as well.
3.8. We recall the notion of unrefined minimal K-type introduced by
w xMoy and Prasad 20, 21 .
w x Ž .Let m be an integer greater than or equal to 1. By 20, 5.1 , a pair P, x
is called an unrefined minimal K-type if x is a representation of Pmy 1
trivial on P andm
Ž .i if m s 1, x is a cuspidal representation of PrP inflated to P,1
Ž .ii if m G 2, x is a nondegenerate character of P rP , that is, themy 1 m
corresponding coset a q g as in Proposition 1.25 contains nou , lŽm.q1
w x Ž .nilpotent elements. Further, by 21, 4.8 , the refined minimal K-type P, x
is called anisotropic if every element of the coset a q g isu , lŽm.q1
semisimple and its centralizer in G is anisotropic, equivalently, compact in
Ž .the usual topology on G note that G s Sp is semisimple .2 n
3.9. PROPOSITION. Let r be a ¤ery cuspidal representation of P with le¤el
m G 1. If m s 1, put x s r, and if m G 2, let x be any one character of
P rP which occurs in the restriction of r to P rP . Then the pairmy 1 m my1 m
Ž .P, x is an unrefined minimal K-type and in case m G 2, it is moreo¤er
anisotropic.
w Ž .xProof. In case m s 1, this is nothing but the definition of 20, 5.1 i . In
Ž .case m G 2, the proof of Proposition 2.25 shows directly that P, x is an
w xanisotropic unrefined minimal K-type by 21, 4.8 . The proof is complete.
w x3.10. Let c be a regular semisimple element of g. Put A s F c .1 1
Assume that A decomposes into the direct sum of tamely ramified
extension fields E , 1 F i F u, of F. We say that such A is tamely ramifiedi
over F.
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w x w x Ž X .4In 17, 3.18 and 18, 5.3 , a system C s c , c , c , f is called a1 1 1 1
cuspidal datum of rank 1 associated to T s A l G if c is a character of1
T with conductorial exponent f G 2 such that1
² :c C x s c x , yc r2 for x g A l g ,Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 u , f y11
² X : Xc C x s c x , yc r2 for x g A l g ,Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 u , i1
X  4c g g y g is principal and c g A s x g A N x q s x s 0 ,1 u , lŽ f . u , lŽ f y1. 1 y1 1X ÄwŽ . x w xwhere i s f q 1 r2 and u m P corresponds uniquely to A s F c as1 1 1
Ž w x.in the proof of Proposition 2.30 cf. 17, 3.15 .
3.11. We recall the construction of an irreducible representation r ofC
Ž .a subgroup TP of P s P u associated to a cuspidal datum C si1
Ž X .4 w xc , c , c , f of rank 1 in 17, Sect. 4 .1 1 1 1
Let T s T l P , i G 1. Put K s T P and KU s T P X . We can definei i C 1 i C 1 i1 1
a character w of P X trivial on P by1 i f1 1
² X : Xw C x s c x , yc r2 , x g g .Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 u , i1
Then w extends naturally to a character of KU s T P X . If f is even, it1 C 1 i 11
further extends to a character r of TK s TP . So we assume that f isC C i 11X Ž . X U Ž .odd, that is, f s 2 i q 1. Let H s K rKer w and Z s K rKer w .1 1 1 C 1 1 C 1
w xThen it is seen in 17, 4.5]4.7 that
1 “ Z X “ H X “ H XrZ X “ 11 1 1 1
is a central extension and that H X is a nondegenerate Heisenberg group.1
w x X XMorris 17, 4.8 defined a certain subgroup H of H . Put Z s Z l H .1 1 1 1 1
Then we can easily see that H rZ is isomorphic to H XrZ X and H X s T H1 1 1 1 1 1 1
w xby the definition of H in 17, 4.8 . Thus H is also a Heisenberg group. It1 1
is well known that there exists an irreducible representation d of H1 1
associated to the character w of Z and that d extends to a unique1 1 1
Ž w x.irreducible representation r of TK see 17, 4.10 .C C
Ž X .43.12. PROPOSITION. Let C s c , c , c , f be a cuspidal datum of1 1 1 1
w xrank 1 associated to T s A l G, where A s F c is tamely ramified o¤er F.1
w xThen the irreducible representation r of TP , with i s f r2 , constructedC i 1 11
abo¤e, induces a ¤ery cuspidal representation r of P.
X Ž Ž X . .Proof. The condition on c and c in 3.9 shows that c tr c y c x s 11 1 1 1
Ž .for all x g A l g cf. 1.23 . By Proposition 2.23, there exists x gu , f y11 y1 ŽŽ X . .A l g such that x g A l g and tr c y c x g O. Hereu , f y1 u , 1yf 1 11 1Ä Ž .we remark that if u m P is of type II cf. 2.17 , f y 1 is even, because1
Ž . Ž . w xs s s u and M s l f are even. Since A s F c is tamely ramified over1 1
F, again by Proposition 2.23,
c y cX x g A l P1ys .Ž .1 1 u
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Thus
c y cX g xy1 P1ys 9 P 2y f1ys s P lŽ f1y1 .1 1 u u u
and so cX g c q P lŽ f1y1 .. By Proposition 2.30, c is very cuspidal. Hence1 1 u 1
it follows that cX is also very cuspidal, as was seen in the proof of1
Proposition 2.25. By the construction of r , the restriction to ZX of theC 1
induced representation r contains the character w which corresponds to1
the very cuspidal element cX in 3.11. This shows that r is very cuspidal by1
Definition 3.2. The proof is complete.
4. DEGREES
Ä Ž .From now on, let u m P and s s s u be as in Propositions 2.11 and
Ž .2.14, and put P s P u . Let r be an irreducible very cuspidal representa-
tion of P of level m G 2.
4.1. Put
X w x Xp s mr2 , p s m y p ,
w xwhere we recall that mr2 denotes the integral part of mr2. Since P rPp m
is an abelian group as in 3.1, on P rP , r is isomorphic to a finite sum ofp m
characters of P rP . By Definition 3.2, the restriction to P rP of anyp m my1 m
cuspidal element a g g . We will fix this character x .u , lŽm.
PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. Then, for
Äeach type u m P, the le¤el m satisfies the following condition:
Ad , d G 1: s, m y 1 s 1 and m is e¤en ,Ž .Ž .ry1
d 1A C , d G 0: s, m y 1 s 1 and m is e¤en or odd,Ž .Ž .ry1 rr2
d 2A C , d G 1: s, m y 1 s 1 and m is e¤en ,Ž .Ž .ry1 rr2
d r2 1 d r2 1A C A C , d G 0: s, m y 1 s 2 and m is odd,Ž .Ž .r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2A C A , d G 1: s, m y 1 s 2 and m is odd,Ž .Ž .r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2
Ž dr2 1 d r2 1 .where r, r , and r are as in Proposition 2.11 except A C A C ,1 2 r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
and, in this case, r s r is admitted.1 2
Proof. By Propositions 2.11 and 2.14, this follows easily from the fact
Ž .l m s 1 y m y s.
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4.2. Put
w xA s F a and T s A l G
Ž .as before. We denote the centralizer of x in P by Z x , that is,P
Z x s g g P N x gxgy1 s x x , x g P rP .Ž . Ž .Ž . 4P p m
LEMMA. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. Then
Z x s TP X .Ž .P p
Ž Ž .. Ž² : .Proof. By x C x s c x, ya r2 , x g g in 3.1, it follows thatu , lŽm.
Ž . Ž .XTP ; Z x by Proposition 1.20 i . The reverse inclusion follows fromp P
Proposition 1.24 and Corollary 3.5. Hence the proof is complete.
w x Ž .4.3. By 8, 5.1 , r is induced from a representation r of Z x which1 P
will be constructed below. Thus, for the degrees of r and r ,1
deg r s P , TP X deg r ,Ž . Ž .Ž .p 1
Ž .where A, B denotes the index of a subgroup B in a group A. Put
T s T l P , i G 1.i i
Further, put P s PrP and T s TrT . Since T ; P by Corollary 2.24, we1 1
have T ; P.
PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. Then
Ž .deg r is gi¤en as follows:
P , T g , g r T , T if m is e¤en ,Ž .Ž . Ž .u , 1 u , p 1 p
1r2
P , T g , g r T , T g , g r T , TŽ . Ž .Ž .  4Ž . Ž .½ 5u , 1 u , py1 1 py1 u , py1 u , p py1 p
if m is odd.
w xProof. We construct r by using the method of 8 and give the1
Ž . Ž w x.formula for deg r cf. 15, Prop. 5.6 .
Ž . Xi Let m be even. Then p s p s mr2. Thus, by Lemma 4.2, the
Ž w x. Ž .character x of P rP extends to r trivially cf. 8, 5.6 . Hence deg rp m 1 1
s 1. By the above equality,
deg r s P , TP X s P , TP TP , TP X .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .p 1 1 p
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Ž .For P, TP , we get the exact sequence1
1 “ T “ P “ PrTP “ 1,1
Ž . Ž .and so P, TP s P, T . Further1
TP , TP X s P , P X r T , T X .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 p 1 p 1 p
Ž . Ž . XX XBy Proposition 1.22, P , P s g , g . Hence, since p s p,1 p u , 1 u , p
deg r s P , T g , g r T , T .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u , 1 u , p 1 p
Ž . Ž . Xii Let m be odd. Then p s m q 1 r2 and p s p y 1. We use the
w x Ž .method of 8, 5.3 cf. 3.11 . We denote the kernel of x in P byp
Ž . XN s Ker x . Then P ; N ; P . Put H s T P rN and Z s T P rN.m p 1 p 1 p
Then Z ; H and Z is central in H. The character x can be regarded as a
character of P rN and extends to a character of Z s T P rN trivially asp 1 p
Ž .in i . We again denote this extension by x . Put Q s HrZ. Then the
Ž . Ž y1 y1. =function x, y ‹ x xyx y : Q = Q “ C defines an alternating form,
where C= denotes the set of nonzero complex numbers. We get a central
extension
1 “ Z “ H “ Q “ 1
and by Proposition 1.24 and Corollary 3.5 the alternating form is nonde-
w xgenerate, as in 8, 5.2 . Thus the character x of Z gives a unique
equivalence class of an irreducible representation h of the Heisenberg
group H. Put H s TP XrN and B s H rH. Then B is isomorphic to1 p 1
T s TrT and is an abelian group. We also get an extension1
1 “ H “ H “ B “ 11
w xas in 8, 5.3 . From the exact sequence
1 “ T XrT “ P XrP “ Q “ 1,p p p p
we get
< < X X X XQ s P , P r T , T s g , g r T , TŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .p p p p u , p u , p p p
< <as above. Since Q is a vector space over F , Q is a power of q. On theq
< < < <other hand, it will be seen in 4.6 below that B s T is prime to q. Thus
< < < < w xQ and B are relatively prime. Hence, by 8, 5.3 , the representation h of
H can be extended to a representation r of H . Since by the definition1 1
Ž . < <1r2 Ž w x.of h, deg h s Q cf. 8, 5.2 , we get
< <1r2deg r s Q .Ž .1
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Ž .By i ,
X X XP , TP s P , T g , g r T , T .Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .p u , 1 u , p 1 p
Hence
deg r s P , TP X deg rŽ . Ž .Ž .p 1
1r2
X X X Xs P , T g , g r T , T g , g r T , T .Ž . Ž .Ž .  4Ž . Ž .½ 5u , 1 u , p 1 p u , p u , p p p
X Ž . Ž .Since p s p y 1, we get the formula for deg r in the case of ii . Hence
the proof is complete.
Ž .4.4. We proceed to compute deg r of Proposition 4.3. We first
< <compute P .
Ä < <PROPOSITION. For each type of u m P, P is gi¤en as follows:
ddA : a r ,Ž .Ž .ry1
dd 1A C : a r c rr2 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ry1 rr2
d 2d 2A C : a r c rr2 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ry1 rr2
dr2 dr2d r2 1 d r2 1A C A C : a r a r c r r2 c r r2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 1 2 1 21 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . 2dy1 r2 dq1 r2Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2A C A : a r a r c r r2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r y1 r r2 r y1 1 2 11 1 2
Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž . <where a i s GL F and c i s Sp F , i G 1. Note that d is as ini q 2 i q
Proposition 4.1.
Proof. By 1.16, the involution s in 1.1 leaves A and P stable. Byu u
w x17, Prop. 2.12 , there is the canonical isomorphism
PrP , x g A rP N x ? s x s 1 , 41 u u
where s denotes the involution on A rP defined by s . Hence by theu u
isomorphism R in 2.3, we get natural isomorphisms of PrP onto the1 1
F -rational points of the connected reductive group with Dynkin diagramq
u . Hence this shows the proposition.
w x u4.5. For a g g in 4.1, let A s F a s [ E be as in Defini-u , lŽm. iis1
tion 2.17. Put
 4E s x g E N s x s x , 1 F i F u.i0 i
Since each s is nontrivial on E , each E is a quadratic extension of E .i i i0
Ž .For 1 F i F u, denote the modular degree of E over F resp. E by fi i0 i
Ž .resp. f . Then f s 1 or 2 and it divides f .i0 i0 i
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Ä dr2 1 d r2 1 Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2Ž . Ž .If u m P is of type A C A C or A C A ,r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2 2 1 1 2
put
r s r q r r2.Ž .1 2
ÄThen, for every u m P, we have
u
f s rc. 4.5.1Ž .Ý i
is1
For, by Definition 2.17,
n n
w x2n s E : F s f src.Ý Ýi iž /
is1 is1
By the values of s, c, and n in Propositions 2.11 and 2.14, a direct
Äcomputation shows 2ncrs s rc for every u m P. Hence we get the desired
equality.
Ä4.6. LEMMA. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. If u m P is
Ž d . Ž d 2 . Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 .of type A , A C , or A C A , then f s ??? sry1 ry1 rr2 r y1 r r2 r y1 101 1 2Ä d 2 d r2 1 d r2 1Ž . Ž .f s 1. If u m P is of type A C or A C A C , thenu0 ry1 rr2 r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
f s ??? s f s 2.10 u0
ÄProof. By Propositions 2.11 and 2.14, src is even if and only if u m P
Ž d . Ž d 2 . Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 .is of type A , A C , or A C A .ry1 ry1 rr2 r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2w x u Ž .Let A s F a s [ E and a s a be as in Definition 2.17. We firsti iis1
let src be even. Assume that some E is unramified over E . Then thei i0
involution s on E induces the nontrivial E -isomorphism s of E . Oni i0 i
Ž . yM r c sr cthe other hand, by Definition 2.17, s a s ya , and v a mod PÄi i i EiyM r c sr cŽ .generates E over F. Since src is even, we thus have s v a sÄi i
yM r c sr cv a , whence s is trivial on E . This is a contradiction. This showsÄ i i
that the E are all ramified over F, that is, f s ??? s f s 1. Hence wei 10 u0
get the first assertion.
For the second, let src be odd. By Definition 2.17, src is the order of
ramification of E over F for every i. If some E is ramified over E , theni i i0
the order of ramification of E over E is equal to 2 and so it divides src.i i0
This is a contradiction. Hence the E are all unramified over E , that is,i i0
f s ??? s f s 2, which completes the proof.10 u0
< <4.7. By Lemma 4.6, we can get the order T as follows:
PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as in Lemma 4.6. If
Ä d d 2 Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2Ž . Ž . Ž .u m P is of type A , A C , or A C A ,ry1 ry1 rr2 r y1 r r y11 1 2
u< <T s 2 .
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Ä d 1 d r2 1 d r2 1Ž . Ž .If u m P is of type A C or A C A C ,ry1 rr2 r y1 r r y1 r1 1 2 2
u
f r2i< <T s q q 1 .Ž .Ł
is1
 4 < <Proof. Put Q s 1 F i F u N f s 2 and u s Q . We provei0 1
uyu f r21 i< <T s 2 q q 1 . 4.7.1Ž .Ž .Ł
igQ
w xLet u s 1. Then A s F a s E is a field extension of degree 2n over F
 =and with the nontrivial involution s . We have T s A l G s x g E N x ?
4  = Ž . 4  = 4s x s 1 s x g E N N x s 1 , where E s x g E N s x s x andEr E 00
N denotes the norm map of E into E . For simplicity, put N s N ,Er E 0 Er E0 0
U s U 0 s O=, and U i s 1 q P i , i G 1. Similarly, define U and U i ,E E E E E E E0 0
i G 1. Thus, by Proposition 2.23, we get the following isomorphisms:
1T , TrT , x g U N N x s 1 r x g U N N x s 1 . 4Ž . Ž . 41 E E
We compute the order of the last quotient. At first, assume that E is
w x Ž i . iunramified over E . By 24, Chap. V, Sect. 2 , we have N U s U , i G 0.0 E E0
Thus N induces a surjective homomorphism
N : U rU 1 “ U rU 1 .0 E E E E0 0
Further, we get the exact sequences
1 “ x g U a N N x s 1 “ U a “ U a “ 1, a s 0, 1, 4Ž .E E E0
and hence
1 11 “ T “ U rU “ U rU “ 1.E E E E0 0
1 = 1 =We have U rU , E and U rU , E . We denote the modular degreeE E E E 00 0
of E over F by f . Therefore we get1
= = f f r2 f r21 1 1< < < < < <T s E r E s q y 1 r q y 1 s q q 1.Ž . Ž .0
wNext, assume that E is ramified over E . Again by 24, Chap. V. Sect. 2,0
xProp. 4 , we have
N U 2 i ; U i , N U 2 iq1 ; U iq1 , i G 0.Ž . Ž .E E E E0 0
Thus N induces a homomorphism
N : U rU 1 “ U rU 10 E E E E0 0
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w Ž .x Ž . 2as above. By 24, Chap. V, Sect. 2, Prop. 5 i , N is given by N j s j0 0
= 1for j g E s U rU . Since E s E , we get the following exact sequence:E E 0
2= =1 “ T “ E “ E “ 1.Ž .
N0
= = 2< < < < <Ž . <Hence T s E r E s 2, because 2 ƒ q. Therefore we have proved
Ž .4.7.1 in case u s 1.
In case u G 2, again by Proposition 2.23, we can reduce this case to that
Ž .of u s 1 and prove 4.7.1 . Hence by Lemma 4.6 we get the assertion of
this proposition.
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as in Lemma
Ä d d 2Ž . Ž .4.6. Let a, b be integers, b ) a G 1. If u m P is of type A , A C ,ry1 ry1 rr2
Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 .or A C A ,r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2
T , T s 1.Ž .a b
Ä d 1Ž .If u m P is of type A C ,ry1 rr2
T , T s qŽbya. rr2 .Ž .a b
Ä dr2 1 d r2 1Ž .If u m P is of type A C A C ,r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
q r wŽbyay1.r2x if a is e¤en ,
T , T sŽ .a b r wŽbya.r2x½ q if a is odd,
Ž . Ž .where r s r q r r2 cf. 4.5 .1 2
Proof. Let Q and u be as in the proof of Proposition 4.7. We prove1
T , T s q d with d s f r2 4.8.1Ž . Ž .Ýa aq1 i
igQ
Ž .if s, m y 1 s 1, and
¡ dq with d s f r2 if a is even,Ý i~ igQT , T s 4.8.2Ž . Ž .a aq1 ¢
1 if a is odd
Ž .if s, m y 1 s 2, where we set d s 0 if Q s B.
w xLet u s 1. Then A s F a s E is a field extension of degree 2n over F
with the nontrivial involution s . By Proposition 1.22, we get an isomor-
phism
T rT , A l g r A l g .Ž . Ž .a aq1 u , a u , aq1
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Ž .Putting M s l m in Proposition 2.23, we get the following isomorphisms:
Ž Ž .. Ž .If s, l m s s, m y 1 s 1,
T rT , P a r P aq1 ,Ž . Ž .a aq1 E Ey y
Ž .and if s, m y 1 s 2,
P ar2 r P ar2q1 if a is even,Ž . Ž .E Ey yT rT ,a aq1 ½ 0 if a is odd.
Ž k .  k 4  k Ž . 4Here P s x g P N x q s x s 0 s x g P N Tr x s 0 for anyE y E E
integer k G 1, where E is the fixed field of E under s and Tr s0
Tr denotes the trace map of E into E . Thus we must computeEr E 00
<Ž k . Ž kq1. <P r P , k s a, ar2.E y E y
Assume now that E is unramified over E . The following is well known:0
Tr P k s P kŽ .E E0
for any integer k G 1. Thus we get the exact sequence
0 “ P k r P kq1 “ P krP kq1 “ P k rP kq1 “ 0.Ž . Ž .E E E E E Ey y 0 0Tr
Thus
k kq1 k kq1 k kq1< < < <P r P s P rP r P rPŽ . Ž .E E E E E Ey y 0 0
f f r2 f r21 1 1< < < <s E r E s q rq s q ,0
Ž .where f is the modular degree of E over F. Hence, if s, m y 1 s 1,1
T , T s q f1 r2 ,Ž .a aq1
Ž .and, if s, m y 1 s 2,
q f1 r2 if a is even,T , T sŽ .a aq1 ½ 1 if a is odd.
Ž . Ž .Hence we get 4.8.1 and 4.8.2 in the unramified case.
wNext, assume that E is ramified over E . Then, by 24, Chap. V, Sect. 3,0
xLemma 4 ,
Tr P k s P wŽkq1.r2xŽ .E E0
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for any integer k G 1. Hence, since E s E , similarly, we can show0
k kq1 k kq1 wŽkq1.r2x wŽkq2.r2x< < < <P r P s P rP r P rP s 1Ž . Ž .E E E E E Ey y 0 0
as above. Thus
T , T s 1,Ž .a aq1
Ž . Ž .which shows 4.8.1 and 4.8.2 .
In case u G 2, by Proposition 2.23, we can reduce this case to that of
Ž . Ž .u s 1 to get 4.8.1 and 4.8.2 .
Ž . Ž .We can easily get the values of T , T in the assertion from 4.8.1 anda b
Ž .4.8.2 case by case by using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.6.
Ž .4.9. We compute g , g , b G a G 1, of Proposition 4.3.u , a u , b
PROPOSITION. Let l be an integer with 1 F l F s. Then, for each type of
Ä Ž .u m P, g , g is gi¤en as follows:u , l u , lq1
q r
2 d if l is e¤en ,
dA :Ž .ry1 2r dqr½ q if l is odd,
2d 1 r dqr Ž rq1.r2A C : q ,Ž .ry1 rr2
2 2r dqr qrq if l is e¤en ,
d 2A C :Ž .ry1 rr2 2 2r dqr½ q if l is odd,
2 2Ždq1.Ž r qr .r2qŽ r qr .r21 2 1 2q if l is e¤en ,dr2 1 d r2 1A C A C :Ž .r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2 Ždq1. r r½ 1 2q if l is odd,
¡ Ždq1.Ž r 2qr 2 .r2qr1 2 1q if l ’ 0 mod 4,
2 2Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 ~ Ždq1.Ž r qr .r2qr1 2 2A C A :Ž . q if l ’ 2 mod 4,r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2 ¢ Ždq1. r r1 2q if l ’ 1, 3 mod 4.
Ž w x.Proof. cf. 22, 2.16 . The matrix J in 1.1 also defines the involution on
Ž . M XM F . Denote it by s . We call the form which v and v are deletedÄ Ä2 n q
Ž . Ž X. Ž X. Ž X .from 2.6.4 by 2.6.4 , and similarly 2.6.5 and 2.7.1 . By 2.6 and 2.7,
g rg is isomorphic to the space gX as vector spaces over F , for eachu , l u , lq1 q
Ä d d 1 q XŽ . Ž . Ž .type of u m P: For A or A C cf. 2.12 , g consists ofry1 ry1 rr2
Ž . Ž X. Ž .a g M F of the form 2.6.4 , where a , . . . , a g M F and sa s ya .2 n q 1 s r q
Ž dr2 1 d r2 1 . Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 . XFor A C A C or A C A , if l s s, g con-r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2 2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž X. Ž .sists of a g M F of the form 2.7.1 , where a g M F for even i,2 n q i r q1
Ž . Ž1. Ž4. Ž .i / s, a g M F for odd i, i / s, a , . . . , a g M F , and sa s ya .i r q s s r r2 q2 1
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X Ž . Ž X.If l is even and l - s, g consists of a g M F of the form 2.6.5 ,2 n q
Ž . Ž .where a g M F for even i, i / s, s y l, a g M F for odd i, i / s,i r q i r q1 2Ž1. Ž2. Ž . Ž1. Ž2. Ž .s y l, a , a g M F , a , a g M F , and sa s ya . If ls s r r2, r q syl syl r , r r2 q1 1 1 1X Ž . Ž X.is odd and l - s, g consists of a g M F of the form 2.6.5 , where2 n q
Ž . Ž .a g M F for even i, i / s, s y l, a g M F for odd i, i / s, s y l,i r , r q i r , r q1 2 2 1Ž1. Ž2. Ž . Ž1. Ž2. Ž . Ž1. Ž2. Ž .a , a g M F , a , a g M F , a , a g M F ,s s r r2, r q syl syl r , r r2 q syl syl r , r r2 q1 2 2 1 2 1
Ž d 1 .y Ž d 2 . Xand sa s ya . Finally, for A C and A C , the g are thery1 rr2 ry1 rr2
ones with r s r s r in the second cases.1 2
By these forms of the elements of the space gX, we can directly compute
the dimensions of gX over F . We leave the computations to the reader.q
X X X 44.10. For the integer p in 4.1, let p rs and p denote the positive
integers determined uniquely by
X X X X 4p s p rs s q p and 1 F p F s.
PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. Then
Ž .Xg , g is gi¤en as follows:u , 1 u , p
X 2 XŽ p y1.Ž r dqrr2.qrr2q if p is e¤en ,
dA :Ž . Xry1 2 XŽ p y1.Ž r dqrr2.½ q if p is odd,
X 2 2d 1 Ž p y1.Ž r dqr r2qrr2.A C : q ,Ž .ry1 rr2
X 2 2 XŽ p y1.Ž r dqr qrr2.yrr2q if p is e¤en ,
d 2A C :Ž . Xry1 rr2 2 2 XŽ p y1.Ž r dqr qrr2.½ q if p is odd,
dr2 1 d r2 1A C A C :Ž .r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
X 2 XŽ p y2.Ž dq1.Ž r qr . qŽ r qr .4r4qŽdq1. r r1 2 1 2 1 2q if p is e¤en ,
X 2 XŽ p y1.Ž dq1.Ž r qr . qŽ r qr .4r4½ 1 2 1 2q if p is odd,
Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2A C A :Ž .r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2
X 2 XŽ p y1.Ž dq1.Ž r qr . qŽ r qr .4r41 2 1 2q if p ’ 1 4 ,Ž .
X X2 XŽ p y1.Ždq1.Ž r qr . r4qŽ p y3.Ž r qr .r4½ 1 2 1 2q if p ’ 3 4 ,Ž .
X XŽ .where p ’ 0, 2 4 means p ’ 0, 2 mod 4, respecti¤ely.
Proof. By definition,
g , g X s g , g g , g ???Ž . Ž . Ž .u , 1 u , p u , 1 u , 1qs u , 1qs u , 1q2 s
= g X , g X g X , g X .Ž . Ž .u , 1qŽ p r s4y1. s u , 1q p r s4s u , 1q p r s4s u , p
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 4By the periodicity of g ,u , i ig Z
g , g s g , gŽ . Ž .u , 1qi s u , 1qŽ iq1. s u , 1 u , 1qs
 X 4for 1 F i F p rs y 1. Since g rg is isomorphic to the algebra ofu , 1 u , 1qs
F -rational points in the Lie algebra of Sp defined over F , we hence getq 2n q
g , g s q nŽ2 nq1.Ž .u , 1qi s u , 1qŽ iq1. s
 X 4for 1 F i F p rs y 1. Similarly,
X X Xg , g s g , g .Ž . Ž .u , 1q p r s4s u , p u , 1 u , p
Hence
 pX r s4nŽ2 nq1.
X Xg , g s q g , g .Ž . Ž .u , 1 u , p u , 1 u , p
Further,
X X Xg , g s g , g ??? g , g .Ž . Ž . Ž .u , 1 u , p u , 1 u , 2 u , p y1 u , p
Using Propositions 2.11 and 4.9, we can compute these case by case and
prove this proposition. We leave the details to the reader.
4.11. By Proposition 4.1, there is a possibility that m is odd
Ä d 1 d r2 1 d r2 1Ž . Ž .when u m P is of type A C , A C A C , orry1 rr2 r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2
Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 .A C A .r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2
PROPOSITION. Let the notations and assumptions be as abo¤e. The factors
Ž . Ž .41r2 Ž .g , g r T , T of deg r of Proposition 4.3 are gi¤en asu , py1 u , p py1 p
follows:
Ad C1 : q r
2 dr2qr 2 r4 ,Ž .ry1 rr2
2 2Ždq1.Ž r qr .r21 2q if m ’ 1 mod 4,dr2 1 d r2 1A C A C :Ž .r y1 r r2 r y1 r r21 1 2 2 Ždq1. r r r2½ 1 2q if m ’ 3 mod 4,
Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 Ždq1. r r r21 2A C A : q .Ž .r y1 r r2 r y11 1 2
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Propositions 4.8 and 4.9.
4.12. By Definition 3.2, a very cuspidal representation r of P of level
m G 2 corresponds uniquely to a class a q g in g rg ,u , lŽm.q1 u , lŽm. u , lŽm.q1
up to conjugate by elements of P. So we can assign this class to a system
type of u , m , f , . . . , f , 4Ž .1 u
where f , . . . , f are the modular degrees over F of the simple factors1 u
w xE , . . . , E of F a respectively as in 4.5.1 u
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4.13. THEOREM. Let r be an irreducible ¤ery cuspidal representation of
Ž .P s P u of le¤el m G 2 corresponding to a class a q g . Then, foru , lŽm.q1
Ž .each system for r, deg r is gi¤en as follows:
Ž d . Ž .4 Ž .For A , m, f , . . . , f with 2d , m y 1 s 1,ry1 1 u
d 2u Žm r2y1.Ž r dqrr2.qrr21r2 a r q if m ’ 0 mod 4,Ž . Ž .
2du Žm r2y1.Ž r dqrr2.½ 1r2 a r q if m ’ 2 mod 4.Ž . Ž .
Ž d 1 ." Ž .4 Ž .For A C , m, f , . . . , f with 2d q 1, m y 1 s 1,ry1 rr2 1 u
d 2 2Žmy2.Ž r dqr r2.r2a r c rr2 qŽ . Ž .
.u f r2iŁ q q 1Ž .is1
Ž d 2 . Ž .4 Ž .For A C , m, f , . . . , f with 2d q 2, m y 1 s 1,ry1 rr2 1 u
d 2 2 2u Žm r2y1.Ž r dqr qrr2.yrr21r2 a r c rr2 q if m ’ 0 mod 4,Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2d 2u Žm r2y1.Ž r dqr qrr2.½ 1r2 a r c rr2 q if m ’ 2 mod 4.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž dr2 1 d r2 1 . Ž .4 Ž .For A C A C , m, f , f , . . . , f with 2d q 2, m y 1 s 2,r y1 r r2 r y1 r r2 1 2 u1 1 2 2
dr2 dr2 2Žmy1.Ždq1.Ž r qr . r8qŽmy5.Ž r qr .r81 2 1 2a r a r c r r2 c r r2 qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
u f r2iŁ q q 1Ž .is1
if m ’ 1 mod 4,
dr2 dr2 2Žmy3.Ž dq1.Ž r qr . qŽ r qr .4r8qŽdq1. r r r21 2 1 2 1 2a r a r c r r2 c r r2 qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
u f r2iŁ q q 1Ž .is1
if m ’ 3 mod 4.
Ž Ždy1.r2 2 Ždq1.r2 . Ž .4 Ž .For A C A , m, f , . . . , f with 2d q 2, m y 1 s 2,r y1 r r2 r y1 1 u1 1 2
Ž . Ž . 2dy1 r2 dq1 r2u1r2 a r a r c r r2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1
=qŽmy3.Ž dq1.Ž r1qr 2 .
2qŽ r1qr 2 .4r8qŽdq1. r1 r2 r2
if m ’ 3 mod 8,
Ž . Ž . 2dy1 r2 dq1 r2u1r2 a r a r c r r2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1
=qŽmy3.Ždq1.Ž r1qr 2 .
2 r8qŽmy7.Ž r1qr 2 .r8qŽdq1. r1 r2 r2
if m ’ 7 mod 8.
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Here
a i s qi y 1 qi y q ??? qi y qiy1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
c i s q2 i y 1 q2 iy1 q2 iy2 y 1 q2 iy3 ??? q2 y 1 q.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä dŽ .Proof. Let u m P be of type A . Then, by Proposition 4.1, m isry1
even and so pX s p s mr2. By Propositions 4.3]4.10, we get
2du Žm r2y1.Ž r dqrr2.qrr21r2 a r q if p is even,Ž . Ž .
deg r sŽ . 2du Žm r2y1.Ž r dqrr2.½ 1r2 a r q if p is odd.Ž . Ž .
By definition,
 4  4p s p y prs s s mr2 y 2 prs d .
Thus p is even if and only if m ’ 0 mod 4, and p is odd if and only if
Ž .m ’ 2 mod 4. Hence we get the value of deg r as in the assertion for
Äu m P. Similarly, we can check the remainders. We leave the proofs to the
reader.
Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < w xFor a i s GL F and c i s Sp F , see 11 .i q 2 i q
4.14. Remark. Theorem 4.13 shows that the very cuspidal representa-
Ä d 1 qŽ . Ž .tions of the parahoric subgroups P s P u , for u m P of types A Cry1 rr2
Ž d 1 .y Ž . w x Ž w xand A C cf. 2.13 , have the same degrees. By 12, 2.2 cf. 12, 4.6ry1 rr2
w x. Ž .and 19, Sect. 1 , they are conjugate in GSp F . But they are not2n
Ž . w xconjugate in G s Sp F by 3, Sect. 1 .2n
4.15. THEOREM. Let p be the representation of G compactly induced
Ž .from an irreducible ¤ery cuspidal representation r of P s P u of le¤el
Ž .m G 2. Then, with the ¤olume of P ha¤ing one, the formal degree d p of p
Ž .is equal to deg r and so is gi¤en in Theorem 4.13.
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, p is irreducible and supercuspidal. Thus the
Ž .formal degree d p is defined and
d p s vol P deg rŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .cf. 8, 5.9 . Hence we get d p s deg r .
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